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GET

For Tveitmoe
San Francisco, Jan.' 3. "We will
bail Clancy and Tveitmoe out if-- , it
costs a million dollars," said former
Mayer P. H. McCarthy, president of
the Building Trades Council of California, today when informed that writs
of supersedeas had been granted in
the cases of the men convicted at Indianapolis. Tveitmoe is ' secretary of
.
the council.
"Is money available?" McCarthy was RICHMOND, NEWPORT

PEALS

SOUTH

FRIDAY, JANUARY

ATLANTIC EXECUTION

CITY EDITION

3, 1913.

ENDS ALLIES

BELIEVE

Of

ILL

on the situation, which are regarded
as a threat that war may be resumed.
After expressing the hope that an
agreement might still be reached h6
said:
"Should the impenetrable will of
God be otherwise, we will not hesitate at a new recourse to arms to
compel the enemy to give complete
and equitable satisfaction tor all our
previous sacrifices."
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COURT OF

AP-

"It is available," was the reply, "and
will be immediately supplied. We can
raise a million or more, I repeat."
r

SUPERSEDEAS.

NEWS AND

NORFOLK ARE CUT OFF FROM
REST OF THE WORLD

asked.
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DAY IS

ARKANSAS
SOLON IS STRICKEN
Reserves Ordered to be Ready
SUDDENLY WHILE AT HIS
Bucharest, Romania, Jan. 3. The
HOME THIS MORNING.
officers of the reserve of the Rumanian army have been ordered to report
for service and to be in readiness to WOULD HAVE RETAINED SEAT
join the colors at a moment's notice,

EXE
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IT
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TAKEN

Will Tell the Prisoners.
Leavenworth, Kan., Jan. 3. When LOSS OF LIFE ALONG THE COAST WHEN THE REVOLUTION AT VERA INDICATIONS ARE THAT THE GAREACH OF THE MEN IS MADE TO news was received this afternoon by
RISON THERE WILL BE FORCCRUZ WAS ENDED HE WAS
IS BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN
PUT UP $10,000 FOR EACH
Warden McClaughry of the granting
ED TO SURRENDER
'
TRIED; FOR TREASON
APPALLING
of a writ of supersedeas; he- - ordered
YEAR SENTENCED.
as
33
sentences
Men serving
that the
dynamite conspirators be called into
MIND
RAPIDLY ALBANIANS
IT HE MADE MONEY
CATCHES
EVIDENCE' DECLARED FAULTY the; office of the federal prison at 4 WASHINGTON
o'clock "to be instructed dn the rules
THE POWERS
AS TO
the prison."
of
TREES ARE UPROOTED IN THE WHILE LOCATED IN CALIFORNIA INFOBM
ATTORNEY FOR IRON WORKERS
said
the
"At that time,"
warden,
REGARDING
THEIR DESIRES
MEXICAN
ACCUMULATED
THE
AND
CAPITAL
NATIONAL
DECLARES THE TRIAL JUDGE
"I shall communicate the telegraph
BOUNDARY LINES
IMMENSE FORTUNE
SOME DAMAGE IS DONE
ADMITTED BAD TESTIMONY.
news of the court's action as coming

WAS CHOSEN BY THE PEOPLE AT
THE PRIMARY
ELECTION

Adrianople Reported to Have Fallen.
rumor that the
Paris,, Jan. 3,-Turkish fortress of Adrianople has
fallen into the hands of the besiegers
was current on the Bourse here today.

JPEAK

HELD SOME TIME AGO.

PECULIAR

Island of Chios Surrenders.
Athens,. Jan. 3. The Turkish garrison of the Inland of Chios, numbering 2,000 men, surrendered unconditionally today to the Greek troops.

SITUATION

IT IS LIKELY
TION WILL

EXISTS

A SPECIAL

ELEC-

BE CALLED

TO

CHOOSE A SUCCESSOR.

I

from the Associated Press. It cannot
f
Ltilitibn, Jan. 3. The Balkan peace
San Francisco, Calif., Jau. 3. Word
Wahington, Jan. 3. The South AtChicago, Jan. 3. A writ of super- be communicated to them officially
have deciaed, it was declare!
envoys
execuof
was
the
the
received
are
in
here
in
me
official
has
reached
coast
states
today
lantic
today
sedeas staying execution oi the sen- until it
this
morning, to put the direct questences imposed upon tne dynamite form."
grip of a terrific wind and rain storm, tion in Mexico; City December 23 of
the Turkish delegation tonigh
tion
to
a
E.
Del Fiingo Giera, who had
which worked havoc with
shipping P. h.
conspirators recently convicted at Inthe Ottoman government n
whether
fin
in
Francisco
career
San
meteoric
and
Norfolk
of
off
cities
cut
and
the
dianapolis, was issued by the United
WIND WRECKS BUILDING.
to cede the fortress of Ad- prepared
All land wires lead ancial circles during a period of ten
News.
States circuit court of appeals here
3. H.ign wind Newport
Jan.
forthwith.
Philadelphia,
rianople
1906.
of
on
the fire
today. Bail was based on the num- this afternoon wrecked a three story ing out. of the cities were destroyed. years, centering
Unless the Turks give a favorable
The information received In a pri
Before the last wire went down, a
ber of years which the prisoners have
manu
in this ctiy used for
answer
within 24 hours, the conferbuilding
been sentenced to serve, $10,000 for
telegraph operator in Newport News vate- letter, was to the effect that ence will be
facturing and several girl employes
suspended. No other
in
a
so
was
terrific Giera, after accepting
colonelcy
each year.
,
are missing and reported to be in the remarked that the, gale
will be considered until this
question
Arguments were concluded at 1 ruins. A dozen men dragged from that the waters of the .James river one of Madero'e regiments, became
point has been settled.
were surging up into the lower parts intimate with Felix Diaz and was cap
o'clock and court adjourned for an the
wreckage were taken to the hosStojan Novakovitsh, the leader of
hit
the
in
Diaz's
when
a
ranks
of the city with the violence of
tured
v
hour. Just before adjournment Judge
About 50 persons were employpital.
the
Servian delegation, said this
ter's revolution dissolved at Vera Cruz.
small tidal wave.
Baker, who presided, asked how much ed in the building.
he was sure the allies would
morning
bail Frank M. Ryan, the president
The navy wireless sparked out un- A court martial convicted Giera of
carry their point.
ulitmately
he
and
workers'
of the iron
organization,
answered callB to the ships of the
high treason, the letter says,
"Turkey," he added, "will probably
could furnish and how much the gov- LUNATICS KILL ONE
fleet gathering in Hampton was blindfolded and shot with his
to resist giving up Adrian-ople- ,
continue
Aternment would require. District
Roads. Great anxiety wag felt for the back to the wall.
but
facts will son be stronger
Giera came here from Germany 12
torney Miller of Indianapolis said that
safety of torpedo boats In the narrow
than
and she will be comtheories,
AND INJURE- NINE seaway.
'
he would ask for $10,000 on each of
years ago; bringing his bride, the
to
way. Fugitives from
give
pelled
was
all.
2G
in
the
It
counts, $200,000
Incomplete reports coming in while daughter of a noble German family. the
as well as infoma-tiocity,
besieged
from these queries that the defense
a
la
the storm was at Its height were that He made
frt'"i the operation
Turkish and Brife
FROM
obtained
THEM
from
RELEASED
FIREMEN
a h w'OuSi.'.lt.
lawyers formed their opinoin that a
many, email craft had bean sunk. The of a tanneiy. v
iSli sources iif Constantinople, indicate
BURNING ASYLUM liM PORwrit would issue.
In time to invest the proceeds in San
loss of life, if any, Is not known.
TUGUESE CITY.
that the condition of the beleaguered
Thus Ryan's bail was fixed at $70,'
(his city the gale whipped down signs Francisco real estate before the fire.
fortress is an untenable one and that
000, or $1,000 pr each of the seven
He then engaged in handling nearand trees. .'Telegraph and telephone
its capitulation is merely a question
Elvas, Portugal, Jan. 3. One per- wires were demoralized as far south
counts.
by country real estate and piled up
of days and perhaps hours.. Once
v Those who received sentences
of son was killed and nine others ser- ns Atlanta.
at
$750,000.
a fortune estimated
has fallen into the possas- six years must furnish $00,000; four iously injured this morning by a group
the fact that he was arrested sev- Adrianople
releasof five maniacs who had been
sion of the allies and its garrison has
years $10,000 and so on down to
eral times on charges of fraud conThree Big Storms.
ed by firemen from an insane asylum
become prisoners of the besiegers, the
for the one year sentences.
alhis1
he
transactions,
nected with
Defense lawyers stated that money in the outskirts of this city, which i New York, Jan.' 3. Three storms
problem will solve itself."
of extraordinary violence,
covering ways escaped conviction.
Representatives of the Albanian proenough to admit all to ball would be had caught fire.
About a year igo his wife returnel
visional
Altogether 35 lunatics were set free simultaneously in widely separated to
government sent to the Britforthcoming.
ani
under
he enlisted
Germany
and these rushed howling through the sections of the country, were reported
ish
foreign office this morning a map
who twice complimented him
streets. Thirty were easily caught, by the telegraph companies here to- Madero,
on which the future frontiers of AlPrisoners Had Little Hope
attacked day. The first raged south'of Wash- for bravery.
bania, as desired toy them, were markChicago, 'Dec. 3. An attempt to however, but the other five
For a. time there was but one
ed. If accepted this would deprive
free 32 of the 33 dynamiters convict- every 'one they met. Several nours ington.
wire working between Washington
Americans to Be protected.
Servla and Montenegro of half
ed at Indianapolis on bail pending an elapsed before they were overpowerd.
Greece,
and Atlanta. Shortly before noon
Washington, Jan. 3. Pedro
of the territores they have conquered
appeal of their case, was made here
there was not a wire working south
minister for foreign affairs since the
beginning of hostilities. The
today in the United States circuif GOETHALS LOSES APPOINTMENT.
'
of Atlanta.
talked with Secretary Austrian and Italian ambassadors to
for
Mexico,
court of appeals. Judges Baker and
Washington, Ja. 3. President Taft
Next in violence was a wind storm Knox at length today over the state
Seaman sitting. Herbert S. Hockin today definitely told Senator Bran- Great Britain exchanged views today
in the middle west, which levelled of the revolution and the Madero govwill not appeal.
of
the future internal adminthe
chairman
of
Connecticut,
dege
scores of wires between here and Chi- ernment's guarantee to protect Amer- concerningof Albania.
c
istration
canal committee, that
Attorney Zoline presented tre petiAt one time during the fore- ican lives and property.
tion in behalf of the convicted iron he would not send to the senate the cago.
It is said this administration is to
noon there were but five wires workLascuraine presented to Secretary have a
worker and argued In support of it, nomination of Colonel George
budget subsidized by the Eurobetween the two cities.
Knox many letters and documents
aa did Attorney Krum. Zoline deas civil governor of the Panama ing
and a body of military
powers
pean
The third storm area was in the from persons having larpo Interests
clared that in cases such as the pres- canal zone because of the opposition
in the Island of Crete
likenhat
police
and Oregon. in Mexico, attesting the effortB of the
ent ones, the prisoners have the right by democratic senators to his appoint- states of washintgon
of native soldiers with officformed
Hundreda of wires had been prostrat- Madero government to suppress the
of bail, particularly as the defendants ment.
ers drawn from the military forces of
ed
by the heavy blow there.
revolution and protect lives and propwere sentenced and sent to LeavenSenator Brandege, after a personal
European powers. Probably Austria-Hungarerty. He also firesented1 advices from
worth before a hearing on a writ of investigation among democratic senaand Italy will be entrusted
his government!'! to show that federal
error had been held.
.
Many Lives Lost
naval
the
with
tors, told the president it seemed impolice of the Albanian
were being increased Id the
"Do you mean to tell me that a possible to have the proposed nominaNorfolk,, Va., Jin. 3 A 60 mile gale troops
coast.
writ of BHpersedas should issue as a tion confirmed. Some democrats, he with heavy rain whipped tiie Atlantic danger zone and that an extensive
The opening of today's peace conmatter of right?" Inquired Judge said, made the statements that at the coast here today with terrific violence, campaign against the rebel bands was ference at St. James palace was postconductojl.
Baker.
time the Panama canal act was downing wires and demoralizing ship- being
poned until 6. o'clock this evening to
"That is my understanding," re- passed giving the president authority ping. Several bitkiII craft are sunk
enable the Turkish delegates fully to!
plied Zoline, who then began quoting to appoint a civil governor and establ- with Ions of life.
fresh Instructions received
v digest
supreme court decisions, which he ish, a new administration, there was
The terrific gale swept the waters it.
from Constantinople and to put then
said bore on the point.
an understanding that no immediate of the James river up into the lower 1
Into proper shape for presentation.
TODAY
Judge Baker stated that the point changes would be made by the repub- poitious of the city of Newport News,
The ninth session of tne peace conof the writ of error was not well talc-v- lican administration.
ference was opened in St. James palInundating, streets, warehouses and
He added that there was no
The president told .Senator Bran- driving the people to the elevations.
ace at 6 o'clock this evening. The
for the court of appeals to su- dege that he kuaw of no Btich under- Ferry service across the river to New
Washington,' Jan. 3.Senate: Con- proceedings were presided over by ex- pervene In any case unless it is standing, but he would not allow Col- port News was Impossible and the city vened at noon and adjourned at 12:00 Premier Lazar Miyuskovitch, the
shown that the procedure of the low- onel Goethals' name to become in- was out 'off from all,.ommuniCTllon. p. m. until noon Saturday out of
head of the Montenegrin delegation.
er court was questionable at law.
for the memory of the late Senvolved In a political controversy. It
ator Davis of Arkansas.
Replying to th'!-- , Zoline declared Is probable that Mr, Wilson will De
Snow Slides Are Feared.
Austria and Italy Plan Campaign.
that the evidence on which con A- confronted wllJi, the task of forming
commerce commission orVienna, Jan. .3. Austria-Hungar, Interstate
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 3. Rain is fallctions were secured
at Indian-- 1 Oils the new zone government and settling ing today In the mountains melting dered favorable report on reappoint- and Italy are making preparations to
Comwas "va.ri3 in' in ,vl uate" and that many
land a joint expeditionary force in Al- big problems of, its administra- the great mass of snow that fell re- ment of Interstate Commerce
the judge of the iow-court J shown tion.
banla immediately after the conctu- cently. Unless there is a change to missioner E. E. Clark.
not have allowed the cases of many
Archbald court of impeachment put
or the London conference, ac-- !
cold weather soon, there will inevitof the defendants to go io the ji-- y at
DOG SAVES LIVES.
ably be slides In the higher alt'tiulos over until Saturday.
cording to the Wiener Journal today,
Convened' at noon.
House:
This step, it is said, is to be taken
Denver, Jan. 3. Prince, a large and floods and washouts in lowlands
Krum argued that there was no black and white doe owned by L. that will tt up rallroaa traffic. The
Chairman Pujo of "money trust" by the two allies in. order to pacify
evidence adduced at Indianapolis to Bray, a grocer, saved the lives of 1 weather bureau gives no encourage- Investigating committee called meet- Albania and "establish a new condl- conshow that the defendants conspired to
tion of affairs" there.
ing of committee for Saturday to
persons, most of them women and ment.
William
carry dynamite on passenger trains.
oi getting
sider question
children, this morning when fire jSarunited States District Attorney tially destroyed a rooming house next
Rockefeller before the 'Committee.
Turkish Ship Is Blown Up.
Slide Hits a Train.
Miller of Indianapolis, representing door to the grocery. The flames start3.
snow
Jan.
A
Republicans of interior department
Smyrna, Asiatic Turkey, Jan. Z.
KMensbnrg, Wash.,
the government, spoke next ,in oppo- ed before many of tne lodgers were slide
shortly after midnight struck expenditure committee filed minority The Turkish sailing vesse', Theo- sition to the application for a writ
awake and got good headway before the Northern Pacific passenger tram report condemning charges against dore of 050 tons, was blown up today
Miller characterized the sentences they were discovered. Prince, as soon No. 2;"S
just west of Loster. The !ormer Indian Commissioner Valen- by comins in contact with a floating
imposed upon the defendants as "mer- as he saw the fire, rushed from the
mine, al the entrance to Smyrna bay.
sleeping passengers rushed from the tine.
ciful." When he bad finished Kram grocery and up the Btalrs of the lodg- cars in their ullrht clothes. A mass
Adjourned at 3:27 p. m. until noon
again addressed the court, stating that ing house, scratching at the doors and if rock, bushes and ice slipped down Saturday out of rspect to the memBulgarians Ready to Fight.
ten of the men now in prison do not barking. The persistent racket kept the mountain and across the tracks ory of the late Representative MeJe-meySofia, Bulgaria, Jan. 3. King Ferdseek to appeal their cases. TTe did up by the animal awakened the Bleep-er- under the
of Michigan and the lute Sena- inand of Bulgaria, la. an addrws
sleeping cars. The train
not name them.
tor Davis of Arkuntias,
and all t'neaped,
made noma significant remnttis
arrived here three hours lnte.

SENATOR

-

WHERE IS WILLIAM?
Jan. 3. Notwithstanding! reports, from Brunswick, Ga., that
William Rockefeller, whose testimony
is sought by the Pujo committee, had
sailed from Jekyl Island Tuesday on
a specially chartered steamer for a
secret destination, the cordon of process servers around his Fifth avenue
mansion did not relax their vigilance

n

-

Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 3. Definite
arrangements for the funeral of United States Senator Jefferson Davis had
not been completed this morning, but
it is probable that the services will
take place next Sunday and that flis
body will bep laced in the family burial plot at Russellville.
Senator Davis died suddenly at
12:35 o'clock this morning of heart
failure, the culmination of an. illness
of several months. However, tia condition apparently was improving and
yesterday he ras at his office the
greater part of the day.
The death of Senator Davis on the
eve of the ratification of his
by the legislature, creates a peculiar political situation In Arkansas
and while an authoritative statement
has not been made, It 13 possible a
special primary will be called to select a successor for the full term t;
ginning March 4. As an alterr.n::
the legi&lai..
is suggested that
would have power to name the ih"
senator.
Governor W. Donaghey, who will
retire from office January :!, and Congressman W. A. Oldfield had tentatively announced that they would be
ate two years hence to succeed Sena-at- e
two years hence to succedd Sena
tor James II. Clarke.
Jeff Davis was born in Little River
county, Arkansas, May 6, 1S62. He
was admitted to the bar In Pope county, Arkansas, at the age of 19 years.
He was elected prosecuting attorney
for the fifth judicial district in 1832
in 1S94. In 1898 he was
and
elected attorney general of the stat
and In 1901 was chosen governor. Inr
il&
1903 and 1905 he was
was elected to the United States senate in 1907 for the term beginning
in March of that year. His term
would have expired March 3, of this
year. The death of Senator Davis,
robs the democrats of a vote in. th
senate. However, a democrat speedily
will be elected to succeed him.

RESIGNS.

--

New York,

'

"

BAILY

Washington, Jan. 3. Senator Joseph W. Bailey today sent his resignation as senator from Texas to Senator Gallinger, to take effect immediately. R. M. Johnston of Houston
is now in the city and Senator Bailey
said that he
be approved by
the governor to succeed him with the
expectation that the legislature, when
it meets, would elect him to fill out
the unexpired term.

--

BEIB'S BODY SALUTED

De-pit- e

$10,-00-

BY OSS

BATTLESHIPS

0

DEAD AMBASSADOR TO ENGLAND
WILL FIND A RESTING PLACE.
IN NATIVE LAND.

'

j

Inter-oceani-

Goe-tha-

ls

i.

y

t

1

s

New York, Jan.' 3. Steaming slowly in a dense fog the British cruiser

Natal, bearing the body of Whitelaw
Reid, late United States ambassadoi
to England, passed Sandy Hook shortly after 8 o'clock this morning. Ac
companying her as a guard of honor

were the United States battleships
Florida and North Dakota,' and the
destroyers Roe, Drayton, McUall and
Paulding. Rain and fog 'furnished
a sombre setting to the arrival of the
funeral ship.
The body of Whitelaw-ReiUnited
States ambassador to England, was
brought home today by the British
cruiser Natal, conveyed by a guard of
American warships. The funeral 6h!p
came slowly up the lower bay and har
The Senate Adjourns.
bor in a dense fog and dropped anWashington, Jan. 3. On account of
chor in the Hudson off west Ninety-eight- h the' death of Senator Jeff Davis of
before 1 Arkansas, the senate today adjourned!
street,
shortlyo'clock.
As she did so ehe fired a after a six minute session until
of 19 guns and broke out the morrow. This action also carries over
Union Jack at her bow and the Brit- - 0ne day the resumption ot the Arch-is- h
naval ensign at her stem. High j)aia court of Impeachment,
above them floatPd the Stars and
Pomer ne, l'.rvan, Ashur&t,
Stripes at half mast on the military Martin, Curtis, Clapp and Clarke of
mast.
;
Arkansas, were appointed a commitAlmost at the moment 'of the an toe to attend the fuueral of Senator
choring, the sun came forth for the Oavls and will leave tonight for Ut-firtime today and the throngs on ye Rock.
shore were able clearly to see tae j
ROSWELL MILLER DEAD.
English fighting craft and her escorts,
Six ship lengths behind the Natal the
New York, Jan. 3. Koswdl Mater,
battleship Florida came to anchor aad chUnnan of the Chicago, Milwauku
about six ship lengths behind her, the and St. Paul railway company, died
North Dakota. Alongside near the suddenly here today. Mr. Miller ws
New Jersey shore were the destroy- - found dead in bed today at ma home
era Roe, Drayton, McCall and Pnuid-sio- ly a servant who tried to wake liira.
He left his office yesterday '8,ior
ng.
vass
The Florida returned the Ratal's noon in apparent j.rood health..
salute of 19 guns, and, as did the filiuut 69 years old. Tei'tcrday waa trother chips in the cortege and broke fast day Mr, Miller had vuii.ed : o
out the English cnslra at her mlll- - flc23 for more than a week. 7T J"t
tary mast. On Ehore awaited a black New York on a Miurt wUoti fv.-draped caisson on wnlca tbo lato am- tho holidays, rotununs fcettia
bassador's body was to fce borne to
the Cathedral of St. J'jlm the Divfno.
A corporal and two priratc-- from tiie
EATTLE WITH
o,
Third field artillery, Fort : I or, Va.,
Valenca,
stood beside tie caisson, to ivhlcli 3 . A darins
!.t hordes were hitched;
!., rortusucae-ppiu,- ;
The funeral at tho caiixe ral
ricd off 90,000 in c.
row will bo atScnr'oJ ty
a t: : - ?tt!e y l:h
9
end
tu.d O , 1 1'3
Taft, Secretary
I'rj'ce, tiie !;r!tif ft Bns'.rv
others.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY pPTiO, FRIDAY,
Mr. Sargent then moved that All S. Eodey for Alaska, former delegate
bids be rejected because the rates or ia congress from New Mexico, today.
interest specified were too high, Mr. Rodey Is spending a few weeks
which motiou was .seconded by Mr. at home here. "When we get the diMarron, and opposed by the chairman rect primary I shall most emphatical-

-

X'
NEWS
id

-

FROM THE CAPITAL

a,

ixc--

Jan. 3. An exrecent rejecthe
planation regarding
Santa. Be, N. M.,

.tion

J.

S

?c. 3

tion of bids for series B, New Mexico state bonds, is given in the minutes of the loan commission. The
bids rejected were as follows:
Caldwell, Masslich & Reed, $90,W)0,
at 3 per jC'int.
Commerce Trust Co., Kaiea City,
entire issue at 4 per cent. Premium $000. Conditional bid.
Kelly & Kelly, Kansas City, entire
issue at 5 per cent. Premium $3,000
and furnish bonds, no certified check
filed.
Otis & Co., $225,000 at 5 per cent;
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The minutes, explaining the rejection, follow:
"And thereupon Mr. Marron moved
that the bid of the Commerce Trust
company, as the, best bid received,
should be acepted; but Mr. Sargent
bjected to the ceptance of that
bid or any other bid for the reasor
that the rates of interest specified
were too high, and the chairman ob
bid
jected to the acceptazc of that
for the reason that It was not an unconditional hid as required by the
order of the board and by the advertisement for bids; and the bid was
not accepted.
"The chairman proposed that the
bid of Otis & Co., being the best bid
made In accordance with the requirements of the board should be accepted, to which Mr Marron objected on
the ground that it was not the best
RECEPTIVE CANDIDATE.
bid, and Mr. Sargent made the same
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 3. "Of
objection as to the bid first considered, that the rate of interest was too course I am a candidate for the Unit
'Irish, so that the bldj of Otis & Co., ed States senate a receptive candidate," said Federal Attorney Bernard
was not accepts.

S

:.'iS.

ly be a candidate. But generaly
speaking, I have had senatorial aspirations ever since we got Btatehood
and there would be no point in dis
simulation," said Mr. Rodey.
Mr. Rodey, although two federal
appointments have kept him thou
sands of miles from New Mexico for
the greater part of the pasts Ix years,
is as warmly interested as ever in
New Mexico problems and development.
M. A. Otero
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero,
progressive leader, is also understood
to be making no secret of his candidacy for the United States senate and
his recent visit here is said to have
been in connection with senatorial

for the reason that in his opinion
bids from Intending purchasers could be hoped for upon
at any time ia the near
tfuture and that the expenditure of
would le
money for
useless; and the said motion being
put to vote was carried, Messrs. Sar
voting in the affirmgent and Man-oative and the chairman in the negative.
"It was then ordered by the board
that the secretary be instructed to
for bids for the purchase of said bonds of series "B" in
the same form as the last advertisement, the time for the beginning of
such advertisement and the fixing of
the time for the reception of bids to
be hereafter ordered by the board."
In the United States Court.
In the United States district court
Judge William H. Pope presiding,
James F. Jackson of Las Vegas was
adjudicated a bankrupt
Article of Incorporation.
Articles of incorporation were filed
today in the office of the state corporation commission by the Sunshine
State Coal company with office at
Raton and Ernest Ruth aa statutory
agent The company is capitalized
at $25,000, divided into 250 shares at
$100 each. The stockholders are W.
J. Linwood, l hare; M. G. Smlge-lo25, and Ernest Ruth 25 shares-- all
of the shareholders residing In
Raton.
no better

at

4Va

n.

Here it. a remedy that will cure your
cold. Why waste time and money ex
perimenting when you can get a pre
paration that has won a world-wid- e
reputation by its cures of this disease
and can always, be depended upon?
It is known everywhere as Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy, and Is a medicine of real merit For sale hy all
dealers. Adv.
MINNESOTA LEGISLATURE

already putting in an appearance In
anticipation of the opening of the biennial session the first of the week.
The general sentiment expressed by
those already on the ground is that
the session will be marked by the
transaction of much important business. One of the first items of business will be the selection of a United States senator, but this will be a
perfunctory task for the lawmakers,
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as the preferential vote at the November election assures the
of Senator Knute Nelson.
A presidential preference primary
law is likely to be passed at this session, and the Initiative and referen
dum and recall will be proposed In
constitutional
amendments.
Other
measures that are pretty sure to receive attention Include an employers'
liability law, a "blue sky" law to prevent the sale of worthless stock, reforms in court procedure, amendments to the state-widprimary law,
and legislation rroviding for road improvements, the extension of agricultural education, woman's suffrage and
county option.

OS A SOUR STOMACH

.

31,

4400 Ttlca Bt.; Dctitctv Colo. -"My
ecaana camo first with pimples nd rash
on my face, then on my scalp, oars
anj
neck. It Itcbod so bad that
I could not sleep. I was a
mass of sorua and toy eye
were-sI could net see out
of them. It broke my heart
to look at my face. Every
bit of Bkin came off where
tbe disease was. I suffered
awful between the burning
and itching, and whatever
part of my body it was on would be swollen.
I treated for three months and would get
better for a week and then I would be aa
tad as ever. I saw in the paper about
Cuticura, so I sent and got some Cuticur
oap and Ointment. I had the eczema for
five months before I began to use Cuticura
Soap and Ointment but I got well in a,
short time after I started to use them. It
te a sure cure as I bave not been troubled
'with It since. You ought to see my face
now, I have such a nice complexion as soft
as a baby's." (Signed) Mrs. Mary Glea
dinning, Dee. 23, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so mock
for pimples, blackheads, red, rough skins,
itching, scaly scalps, dandruff, dry, thin and
falling hair, chapped bands and shapeless
nails with painful finger-end-s,
that it is
almost criminal not to use them. Sold
world.
Liberal
the
'throughout
sample of
ss
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book.
post-car- d
T,
"Cuticura, Dept. Boston."
XiTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample tree.

NO INDIGESTION,

INTEREST PAID ;0N 'TIME DEPOSITS

hris
lation

Itched So Could Not Sleep. Mass
of Sores. Eyes so Could Not See
Out of Them. Got Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment. Sure Cure,

e

S

amou
:es $41
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SURPLUS

$100,000.00
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MEETS

St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 3. Members of the Minnesota legislature are

1

minutes.

Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the dam
agedo you? Well, don't bother.. If
your stomach is in a revolt; if sour,
gassy and upset, and what you just
ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
belch gases and emirate undigested
food; breath foul, tongue coated
just take a little Diapepsiit and In five
minutes you truly will wonder what
became of the indigestion and dis
tress.
.
Millions of men and women today
know that it is needless to have a bad
stemach. A little Diapepsin occasion
delicate organ regulat
ally Ni2-&i- s
ed and they eat their favorite foods
'
'
without tear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit wit! out rebellion;
if your food is a damage instead of a
help, remember the. quickest, surest
most harmless relief is Pape's Diapepsin which costs only fifty cents for a
large case at drug stores. It's truly
wonderful it digests food and sets
things straight, so gently and easily
that it is really astonishing. Please,
for your sake, don't go oi and on with
weak, disordered stomacl; it's so unnecessary. Adv.
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Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

I (
d. X '

zales;
c. tr
3n am

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which

axes
$1.84

Iro

G

'&
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NE

acres,
to tax
!c;

will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good
repeat orders.
The advertising Js not only a protection to the trade name, but il
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be'
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacture1
may Lave in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,
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fiiways Pays to Etuy Advertised Goods

If your children are sabject to attacks of croup, watch 'or the first
sjrmptom, hoarseness. Give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as soon as' the
child becomes hoarse and the attack
may be warded off. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

fall

3, 1913.
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Stones of the Coliseum Immortalize
Today the Triumphs of a Chrfa-tlanlt- y
That Live.
Christianity is crystallized In the
Coliseum and St Peter's. In the
farmer by the triamphs of the
martyrs; in the latter, by the dedication of art to the worship of God,
writes Bishop Gilmour.
Come with me along the Via Sacra,
past the Forum and the Arch of Titus.
But a step, and we are at the Coliseum, pressed in between the Celian
and Palatine hills, the Arch of
and the Temple of Venus.
As we enter, the moon has risen,
giving a weird appearance to the
scene, as we see its shadows flit, dissolve and lose themselves amid the
arches of this mighty ruin. Amid
broken arch and column and vaulted
corridor, terrace rises npon terrace
till the Wood curdles and the hair
stands on end. Memory is busy and
hurries as back to when Christian
martyr and gentle maid stood within
the vast arena to die for Christ
The emperor is there; the nobility
of Rome is there; tier npon tier is
densely packed; the wild beasts paw
their cages, impatient for the feast;
one hundred thousand voices shout
"The Christians to the lions!" A
spring, a growl, a quiver and another
liero has gone to God. Every brick,
and stone, and grain of sand in this
mighty ruin has been sanctified by the
Wood shed there. Here a Felicitas
end Perpetua, a Cyriacus and Pancras
died; here Rome brutalized herself,
and within these walls strove to crush
out truth.
Here Pagan Rome fell and Christian Rome rose. The blood of the martyrs was the seed of the church.

WITH THE BOXERS

7

There are so many esses of Consumption reported where tbe details show
tbe disease started with s cold or a
that It Is really gnrprisins that
Jack Harrison, the middleweight eong-hpeople are not- more anxious to immeMorof
Eddie
and
minor
England,
champion
diately stop these appsrently
Onr advice Is "stop the cough or
gan, the English featherweight hay e cold, If possible, without
delay." Other'
wise more serious troubles are likely to
returned home.
medicines
you are now
If the
follow.
Bombardier Wells is making prepa- taking do not bring relief, try Eckman's
did:
man
Alterative. s this
,

trou-blp-

rations to visit America sooner than
has heard
anticipated, now that he
"
;
,
about Luther McCarthy.

DON'T SCOLD

'if

LOSS,

Coated, Stomach

is-

Tongue
Sour and

Brooklyn,

K. T.

suf-fert-

IR RITA BLE CHILD K tN
See

St,
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Bowela

Children dearly love to take delicious
"Syrup of Figs" and nothing else
cleans and regulates their tender little
W. E. GEE.
(Sworn Affidavit)
stomachs, liver and 30 feet of bowels
Eckman's Alterative is effective In BronThroat and
chitis,
Fever;
Hay
Asthma,
so promptly and thoroughly.
Lung Troubles, snd In upbuilding the
Does
contain
not
system.
poisons, opiates
Children get bilious and constipated or
drnes. Ask for booklet
of recoveries, and write to F.ckman
just like grown ups. Then they get telling
laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for more evisick, the tongue coated, stomach sour, dence. For sale br all leading druggists
E. Q. Murptiey
breath bad; they don't eat or rest
Central Drug CoV
well; they become feverish, cross, irritable and don't want to play. Listen
Mothers for your child's sake don't dren oi all ages and for rbwn-up- a '
force the little one to swallow nau- plainiy printed on the package.'
Ask your druggist for the full name
seating castor oil, violent calomel or
of Figs and Elixir of Senna"
"Syrup
harsh Irritants like Cathartic pills. A
by the California Fig Syrup
prepared
of
teaspoonful
Syrup of Figs will have
Co. This is the delicious tasting,
child
and
your
smiling
happy again
in just a few hours. Syrup of Figs genuine old reliable. Refuse anything
'
GOOD WORD FOR THE OYSTER will gently clean, sweeten and regu- else offered. Adv.
late the stomach, make the liver ac
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
London Lancet, Always Pessimistic, tive and move on and out of the bow
Comes Forward With a Surly
Your druggist will refund money if
els ail the constipated matter, the sour
Meed of Praise.
OINTMENT fails to cure any
bile, the foul, clogged up waste and jPAZO
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
of
When the
representative
poisons, without causing cramps or j
Protruding Piles in G to 14 days. 50c.
the medical profession of Great griping.
Britain, says anything good about anyWith Syrup of Figs you are not
When you want a reliable medicine,
thing, it is listened to with emotions
or Injuring your children. for a cough or cold take Cahmber-- I
drugging
and
of mingled surprise
respect
Some one has remarked that every Being composed entirely of luscious Iain's Cough Remedy.
It can always
time he picked up the Lancet he dis- figs, senna and aromatics, it cannot be depended upon and is pleasant and
safe to take. For sale by- all
dealers. '
covered he was doing something right
'
be harmful. Full directions for chil- Adv.
along, or taking something that was
surely killing him. It has a good word
for the oyster just at the time when
IS
that apparently innocuous edible Is
IN THE
exciting the scrutiny of our alwayi
feverish advisers, the bacteriologists.
condition
of
and
the blood causes irritation and in-- '
A polluted
This distinguished. If usually alarmist, Cammation of theimpure
different mucous membranes of the body, and we call it
authority declares that the oyster is Catarrh. The early stages of the disease are characterized by such.' S)'mp-toa "tonic of the first order, and a com
as a tight, stuffy feeling- ia the nose, watery eye&, ringing noises in ,'
to weak- the ears, irritation
plete food, most beneficial
of the throat, and often hoarseness and difficult
'
ened patients and those in whom If the trouble is not checked it invades the stomach and other breathing a,
portions of,
Clinical
results
deficient"
is
appetite
and becomes a dangerous disorder. - Antiseptic washes, sprays,
the
of a most favorable nature ' are re- etc.,body
are beneficial in removing accumulated mucus from the nose or throat,
ported where oysters are given to but such treatment can never cure Catarrh. . S. S. S. is the one real depersons suffering from tuberculosis.
remedy for Catarrh. This great medicine cures tha disease be- -,
If oysters are Indicated for the diet pendable
cause it purifies the blood and thus destroys its cause. S. S. SLgpes into "
in
state
of persons the
described, they the circulation and removes the last trace of catarrhal matter, anil tlrvn
the
must be wholesome for the rest of us.
blood performs its work of nourishing the y'
There was never any doubt about
membranes and tissues Instead of depositing"
this, of course, before nervous bacimpure matter into them to irritate and in- teriologists sought to fill us full of
flame. S. S. S. cures to stay cured. If you
fear Instead of oysters. He was a
have Catarrh in any form take S. S. S. and
brave man who first ate one raw, cure it as thousands have done. Book on Catarrh and
any medical advice
according to the philosopher of the free to all who write. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
breakfast table; and now the bacTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0V ATLANTA, GA.
teriologists challenge our courage.
The Lancet's commendation should
S l'i.llaji 4pss )!
JWW
help to' sustain timid souls at this pi1
crisis. Providence Journal.
hahlt-fcrmiii-
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The Angelus.
Tto been reading a life of Millet
and was struck with his poverty at
the time he painted "The Angelus."
When one considers how the pictures
may now be found in countless homes
In this and every country, it Beemt
Incredible that Millet had trouble selling the original. All his clients hesitated, until at last a Belgian diplomat
was persuaded into buying it About
this time Millet wrote, "We have wood
only for one or two days. They will
not give It to us without money." Better times were ahead, however, and
the wonderful pictures eventually
brought Millet at least a living. - He
is said to have named "The Angelus"
in this way: . A friend was looking at
It for the first time.' "What do you
think of it?" said Millet. "I hear the
bells ringing. It Is the Angelus I"
was the immediate answer. "It is
Indeed!" said Millet "I am contented.
You understood it" New York Press.
She Was Doing Press Work.
woman who was acting as

A young

newspaper' correspondent at a ' fashionable hotel did not consider herself a reporter and never referred to
herself as such. In tslking with one
of the women guests she spoke of doing "press work" for the hotel. '
The woman hesitated a moment
then said: . "Don't you find It hard?"
TO PUSH WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
The girl, thinking how much help
Des Moines, Ia., Jan. 3. A constitutional amendment providing for wo- her little typewriter had been, replied:
"Oh, no, I have a machine."
man's suffrage, will be introduced at
Another pause, then the bewildered
session
the
Iowa
of
the
legislature guest put her question: "Do you do
about to convene, with apparently (,he the work in your room or in the
best chance of carrying that it has laundry?"
The young woman is trying now to
ever had in this state. Other Import
make up her mind Just what she had
ant measures to come before the leg- better
call herself.
islature will deal with workingmen's
compensataion, a nine-hou- r
working,
Heard Wrong.
ilay for women and .various reforms
"So Jessie Jejuna is going to marry
in state prison management, the
system and the methods of Billy Bibber?" ,
"Yes what do you think of that?"
taxation.
"I hear that she and Billy had a
lot of trouble getting her father's

scrums
J

.

i

I'MuhHi WSJ:

For Sewing and Reading'

PhI'SOMH troubled Witll nnrtiiil lisr.l.
hfiis are of'en very much benefited
"Wasn't there some sort of objection
the affected
by maBsainsj
parts to the match?"
thoroughly whfn ait.ulyin? Chamber-Urn'- s
"Yen.
But it was Jessie and her
Liniment. TIim liniment also
1'lieven rheumatic iniiiw. Tor sa!' by father who bad a lot of trouble getting
v.
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gives a clear, steady licht. soft and mellow : the ideal lamn ac
cording to best authorities, for all work requiring close attention
of the eyes (far. superior to gas and electricity).

The

JSj

Lamp'-

.

Lighted without removing chimney or shade. Easy to clean and rewick.
Economical. Made in various styles, and for all purpose.'
Inexpensive.
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Denver, Pus Wo. Albuquerque,
Cheyenne, Butte Boise, Salt Lake City,
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FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

;

ilcalcih--Ad-

s.

"Gentlemen: I am giving you below a
brief history of my case, which I trnst
yon will use for the benefit of those
from env similar troubles.
"About a year and a half ago I noticed
thaf wy health was ran idly' taillne. nntil
at tbe end of six months my weight bad
1
was troubled
fallen to 120 pounds.
with night sweats, a severe cough and
net
was very weak, navlm? in
absolutely
About this, time
no ambition whatever.
I consulted a physician, who told me
Not satisfled I
my lungs were sffected.
went to another doctor, who after examI
was
in the first
me
said
that
ining
BtnKfS of consumption. At this point I .
Kckman's
Alterative.
The
started to take
almost immediately,
night sweats stoppedlooser
and gradually
mv cough became
142
My weight is now
disappeared".
pounds and my physician has prouounced
me perfectly sound which, together with
tbe fact that I have been accepted by two
different Insurance companies for insurance, makes me sure of my entire recovery by Eckman's Alterative. I should be
very glad to communicate with any one
who would he interested In my case.

Con-stanti-

consent."
"Then you heard wrong."
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
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AVOID SPREADERS.
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Chronic Grumblers and Avowed Discontented Persons Are Never the
f

Best of Companions

In Life.
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Sealskin Lined With White Velvet.
Ermine Scarf.
Moleskin Trimmed With Chinchilla Squirrel.
doubtless has been an un- erence Is now given to tailless or
, There
usual amount of fur sold this season, white ermine, with the black tails apfor the fashion oracles have decreed plied as fringe or in ornamental clus'
ters.
that this shall be a fur season.
In msny respects models for this
Entire coats of ermine are frequent
'winter vary but slightly from those ly seen. Sometimes the pure white
it the preceding season, but this Is to fur is trimmed with the black and
be expected, for much of the beauty white tails; again black and white
of a 'fur garment depends upon the ermine is trimmed with black fur,
quality and color of. the fur and the such as the finest breitschwanz, silky
fine workmanship displayed In Its caracul, black fox, etc. These fur
fashioning, rather than upon original- coats are ample, luxurious and full
ity of line or trimming.
length, the right front, crossing far
,t;p "iro beautiful furs are at their over the left, but so cu that the, coat
,,?,st. when severely handled. No ap is drawn in toward the bottom to give
plied trimming or bizarre cutting can the approved narrow silhouette. Of
Improve Russian sable or silver fox, fine seal, breitschwanz, moleskin and
and, as a (rule, tire better grades of sable coats, there is apparently no
furs are more effective end, and these furs are made up into
when merely
Scarfs of coats ranging from the conservatively
. ono
variety of fur are much In evi- practical coat for street wear to the
dence, too, this season, even in the sumptuous evening wrap.
short-haireSealskin is perhaps the smartest fur
furs, such as seal, ermine
and chinchilla.
for street or evening wear, and one of
the sketches in the large drawing
Many of the scarfs are
or even a yard wide, and pro- shows an extremely chic model for
long,
portionately
being lengthy afternoon or evening wear, made of
enough to drape around the body and sealskin. The coat has a high turn
down collar at the back, and at the
fall almost to the floor.
Ermine Is usually left unadorned, front there are long revers, the right
save for a frjnge of ermine tails. revers crossing over to the left and
And, incidentally, it may be noted that fastening at the left side. The back
the fashion for scattering
tiny of the garment is also cut in point
splashes of black and faint yellow shape, the point crossing over to the
over the surface of an ermine coat, right side. The coat is lined with
scarf or muff no longer prevails. Pref white velvet
1.
2.
8.
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NOVELTY IN GLOVES

NATTY WAIST MODEL

Something Decidedly New That Is a
Welcome Addition to the
Fashions,
To discover a novelty In gloves is
a feat worth chronicling. The newest
gloves bear the name so familiar this
kid
season Robespierre.
These
ploves are given the novel touch in
the turnover cuffs which display a
lining contrasting in color to the
A tan glove, for instance, will
glove.
..
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while a white pique
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Wanted Woman.
For a good many years now all
civilized nations have had the census,
in order to determine scientifically the
approximate conditions of population
at home and throughout the world.
Some of the statistics relating to the
porportions of the sexes in different
parts are interesting.
The total population of the world is
estimated to be 1,700,000,000', and the
proportion is said to be 1,000 men and

990 women.

The proportion varies considerably
according to the region. . In Europe
there are, for each 1,000 men, 1,027 women; In Africa, 1,045; In America,
964; in Asia, 901; in Australia, 937.
The maximum feminine population
Is in Uganda, where there are 1,467
women to each 1,000 men, and the
minimum In the gold countries of
Alaska and in Malaysia, where there
are found "only 391 and 589 women,
respectively to each 1,000 men. Harpers Weekly.
Encouraging Generosity.

This very dainty' waist of whiU
crepe de chine trimmed with band
and points of beautiful lace. It crosses
Merit of Neatness.
slightly in front over a tucked chemiThere are many girls who, without sette of white mousseline de soie, tha
"being at all good looking, always ap- collar of which is uimmed with iace.
pear neat p.nd smart.
Bands of lace finish the kimono
They may only have a small dress sleeves and the undersleeves are ol
allowance, but with it are able to ap- the mousseline de sole. The girdle Is
pear more attractive than girls who, of ribbon or velvet ribbon prettily
with twice their amount of money, knotted at the side with a bunch of
ften look overdressed or dowdy.
little roses.
What is the secret of this?
is
due to the neat girl's
Surely it
Small Women Models Again.
tawte; she always puts on her clothes
to a report by les
According
with cure and makes a point of her Graiidns Modus do Tails
tb small
appearance being jnmt and tidy. Eho flfc'urw Is fashionable.
former
her wardrobe rdriy and ban fci'ttuma ono could I lid During
a largo iiuih-boa lAum tor everything; hir ribbons,
ut tail and Kintnly mamit-fjuiiila
fMivta, iKutiliiiirdilefa, ;(:., itro lawr (III) (lic(!hilnl((-r- ' Kl 1f a, wlilltr lOW.
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land.

seventeen, eighteen and nineteen
years, guilty of murder and convicted
them to long terms in prison. The
slayers were all slum products. Their
youth saved them from hanging.
Society cannot afford, to wax sentimental over a murderer because of his
youth. Its duty, in
is to inflict punishment. A part of
this
duty, however,
is to prevent the growth of murderers.
In so far as society allows slums to
exist and other degrading influences
to be fostered, It is not without
responsibility for the criminal.

One of the cleverest of Cleveland's
blind newspaper merchants takes his
Btand daily at one of' the corners of
the public square. He's got a sar-

;

will be made
very pretty with a Nile green shade
or a soft lavender tint.
For very dressy wear, these turnover cuffs may be lined with lace, just
as were the gloves of the dandies of
Louis XVII.'s time. To complete the
velvet suit when calling or "teaing"
these new gloves are most attractive.
To stick in them, by the way, there
are dainty little glove handkerchiefs,
either embroidered or1 with colored
borders to match the turnover cuffs.
Only a few Inches square, to be sure,
yet these handkerchiefs are wonderfully useful to touch the lips after a
cup of tea. So soft and fine are they
that one almost forgets them when
they are tucked in the palm of the

.

hovel.
While a noted physician was making
these statements before a body of
learned colleagues, a jury in Chicago
found three boys, aged consecutively

castic little sign that reads:
"Don't be abhamed to give mo a
penny I'm blind."
The other" day a friend of ours
dropped a nickel in front of this chap,
Just to see if he was faking. The
blind never shifted his blank gaze,
but he said:
"Make it a quarter, boss, and I'm
likely to forget myself." Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
One Can Write In the Dark.
A novelty Is a penholder permitting
one to write in the dark, since 'it is
provided with an electric light. The
tube through which the point of the
pencil goes is fitted with a small accumulator and an electric lamp. The
latter throws a disk of light over the
point where the writing is being done.
This luminous pencil has been Invented for the use of doctors, reporters, detectives, etc., whose work

necessitates the taking of notes in the
Btree's and in darkness. Harper's
Weekly.

Was Misquoted.
The king of the hobos slouched into
the office of The Daily Bread to maka
a complaint.
"You th' editor?" heesked.
"Yes."
"In yore paper this mornin' you na!d
I mado a talk to th' boys hint iiicht
on 'How to liu at Y.'ork All tU Tim.' "

"W,iir

"You jfot H roiir, Th (suhji' l! of
liiHii talk win 'Jlaw tu i .it V'm k
All Hi' 'Jim' I ttBiit It
'ruili(,

Us'

Tint's nil"

LOOK ON

I have a pleasant recollection of
Robert Barr, the popular novelist
whose death was recently announced,
writes a woman correspondent of the
London Chronicle. A relative and I
were traveling some years since in
Germany, and took the water way to
Cologne. Among the numbers of brod-chedevouring and beer drinking passengers on the little steamer I noticed
one, a man with an eager expression,
who was distinguished by his abstinence and by his absorption in the
passing scenery of the Rhine. I got
Into conversation' by chance with the
observer, ana the whole route to
Cologne was from that moment made
a living reality to me by the man's
comment.
The following day we decided to continue our journey, and again we chose
the transit steamer, and again we met
the man of recollection and observation. I tried, by conversational openings, to discover his identity, but he
heeded none, continuing to pour out
a flood of history and legend of the
Rhine. At length the time of parting
came. With a sweep of the arm,
which Included my companion and myself, he said: "I shall hope to see
you when you return from this, the
journey of your lives," and handed
me a card, on which was inscribed
the name of Eobert Barr. "I don't
think we can call together," I replied,
"for while I (llve in London, my
brother's homa Is In the north, and I
seldom catch sight of him on his day
trips to ton." "Your brother,"
replied the editor of the Idler, "then
why the deuce1 do you both have new
luggage?"
i

Ninety Miles Somewhar.
A' traveler waiting for a train In
Greenville, S. C, observed a venerable,
white bearded gentleman sauntering
along the platform, whose appearance
Invited conversation. He approached
the dignified, kind faced southerner
with the customary salutation of
"Good morning, colonel, do you live
here?" "Yen, sah." "Engaged in
growing cotton?" "No, sah, I am a
After harvesting his
statistician."
crop of local statistics, I asked him
how far It was to Atlanta. He replied
that It was about ninety miles, when
a young, man who was standing near
Interposed: "Oh, no, uncle, it Is more
'an ninety miles." The old gentleman
stroked his beard meditat'vely for a
moment, shitted his quid and said:
"Waal, Jack, it's ninety miles somewhar' whar's that place anyway,
Jack?"
English "Society."
There are three classes of society
In England the aristocrats, who are
barbarians; the middle class, who are
Philistines, and the dregs of society,
who are nothing at all. It is a funny
thing that the late King Edward, who
had all the vices of the aristocrats,
was beloved by the middle class, and
tjiat his son, King George, who has
all the virtues of the middle class, is

despised by the aristocrats. lie and
the queen are always spoken of as
George and the Dragon,
Hit Chops,

"JIre, waiter, I ordered two
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chops and can't find but dim."
"Let mi! see, i.lr.
.i'f trim, Ah,
1
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THE CHEERFUL SIDE GRUMBLER ALWAYS WITH US

After All, What Is the Use of Letting Discontented Man Accomplishes Some
Good, With Much Harm, 'ihrough
Worry Get the Upper Hand In the
His Eternal Wails.
Life?
Journey Through

That Troubles Eskimo Is That
They Shall Be Sure of Getting
Enough to Eat.

Where the physical struggle for life'
The chronic grumbler is not a good
companion nor In any way an admir- is at Its keenest, as it Is among the
able person. We fly from her as from nsldmos, the years glide by free from
a contagious disease. Nothing eo cer- the more subtle cares and worries of
tainly affects one's spirits as being in 'he civilized man. The Eskimo does
the constant company of a person not count thd- da,yB and keeps no record of time. ,AU his, thoughts are cenwho has a grievance.
The cherishing of discontent with tered oh hunting, ' .
Once I askrd an Eskimo who seemed
our circumstances, business, dress, or
any other thing in life soon robs us to be plunged Jit reflection, "What are
of beauty and marlts the countenance you thinking about?"
He laughed at my question, and
v.ith the lines of worry and ill temper
.id, "Oh, It is only you white men
that tell their own unhappy story.
Why anybody who is young should in- who go in so much for thinking! Up
dulge in grumbling as a pastime is one here we only think of our flesh-pits- ,
cf the puzzles that never Is solved, yet mi whether we have enough for the
such people there are, and we meet long dark of the winter. If we have
them to our sorrow almost every day. mefit enough, then there is no need to
If they happen to be passengers on think. I have meat and to spare!"
I saw that I had insulted him by
a railway train they pile their bags
mil bundles on an extra seat for which crediting him with thought.
On another occasion I asked an unthey have not paid, are conveniently
blind to the weariness of other passen- usually intelligent Eskimo, Panlgpak,
gers who are standing, and assume the who had taken part in Peary's last
aspect of martyrs when the conductor North Polar expedition:
"Tell me, what did you suppose was
courteously but peremptorily informs
the object of all your exertions?
them that they must' make room.
They object to having the windows What did you think when you saw
open, although the air may be loaded the land disappear behind you and
with impurities from the congestion you found yourself out on the drifting
of the crowd; they scold and fret at the
"Think?", said Panlgpak, astonished.
throng or the conductor and rail at
Providence in general because every- "I did not need to think. Peary did
thing In life is not arranged with a that!"
view to their comfort.
Eating becomes the great thing with
the Eskimos. I once excused myself,
when paying a visit, with the plea that
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SLUM I had already eaten and had had
enough. I was laughed at, and the
Society Can Not Ignore Its Share of answer I received was:
Blame When the Facts Are
"There thou talkest like a dog!
Brought to Light of Day.
Dogs can be stuffed till they are satisfied and can eat no more; but people
Children work out their destiny
people can always eat!" Knud
in The People of the Polar
along the lines of environment. If
two infants, one born in a slum hovel North.
and the other in a palace, were exchanged on the day of birth, each
would work out his destiny in accor- MEETING WITH ROBERT BARR
dance with his surroundings. The
child of the hovel would grow up to Journey of a Couple. to Cologne Was
'
the palace. The child of the palace
Materially Enlivened by the
would remain on the level of the slum
Novelist
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NOTED LAVA CAVE

Iff HAWAII

Tunnel Made by Overflow of Molisn
Rock Discharged by Mount
Mauna Kea.

We are all natural-borgrumblers
Did you ever cross a room while you
HUo, Hawaii. A short distance
were busy and worried and catch a Prom childhood to the grave we look from the town of Hilo, the capital ol
sight of your face in the glass or win- for the few things that are wrong and Hawaii, which is the largest island of
dow.
forget the many that are right. When the Hawaiian archipelago, is a wonNine times out of ten your jaws are we are strong and healthy we offer no derful lava tunnel, called by the naset, your eyes are hard, and the ex- prayer of thanksgiving. But let us tives the Cave of Kaumanu. Through
'
pression of your face would discour- have an ache or a pain, a cut finger this tunnel, which has an average
age the most enthusiastic optimist in or a sore thumb and hear the wails width of 20 feet, flowed the stream
of distress.
the world.
of molten rock discharged from ML f
We expect to be healthy, happy and
The next time you catch yourself
(
Mauna Kea, which, hard by, rears it-,
inherit-looking like that, stop and ask your- well. We feel that that is an
self to a height of 13,000 feet. It la
self what under the shining sun are ance to which we are entitled. So likely that the torrent originated high
I
we think nothing of it. But how we
you sulking about.
the mountain, and, as the surface
up
our
little
troubles!
I
Everybody has a sense of humor, or magnify
of the lava grew cold, the molten
We forget that if we inherit health
I
if they have not they should have; so
stream
on
to
beneath,
sped
emerge
call It into play at once and talk to so we may also have an inheritance lower down as a fiery geyser, spread- - f
of suffering. If we have days of sunI
yourself, and keep on talking until
we must also have days of ing ruin on all sides.
you begin to laugh at yourself and the shine
reach
Kaumanu
To
the
traveler
storm.
If we expect to enjoy happigreat big trouble that made you look
leaves the town by the main road, i
like a scowling dog. What will you ness we must also anticipate hours of
we
must
If
we
also
have
pain.
Joys
talk to yourself about?
Oh, any merry little thing that once have sorrows.
We never voice contentment. We
occurred in your life some pleasant
surprise, some happy day anything ilways proclaim our discontent Hear
the cries of unrest by those who
will do.
This Is no foolish advice I am giving magnify their grievances against the
of things. This has
you, for, seriously, there is more in present order
this looking cheerful than you can much to do with the clamor in favor
dream of. It is not half as feeble it upsetting our established form of
minded as it sounds. Try it for a few government and trying experiments,
costly, unnecessary and in many inweeks and prove it for yourself.
stances
foolish.
let
of
but
Don't overdo it,
course,
The grumblers are responsible for
your face express good will and cheer
and comfort, and the first thing you the unreason, discontent and unbelief that so widely prevail. It has
know you will feel it.
You cannot entirely forget your been so always from ancient biblical
"new century of
cares; nor would it be right to do so. times to this
Every one has cares; they are good progress." Leslie's.
for us. The real God sent cares that
test the strength of our souls all of
us have those, too; but let us meet ANCIENT CRIME UNPAID FOR
them like real women. Chicago
Murder 700 Years Ago Still Causes
Tribune.
Annual Tribute to Be Paid by
v
........
,
the Community.
HAND
AT
UMBRELLA ALWAYS
Seven hundred yeara zso some shepEntrance to Cave of Kaumanu From 1
For Small Sum, Subscriber Is Guar- herds of the Valley of Roncal, in
I
the Sea.
of
were
murdered by shepherds
anteed Protection From the
I
j
the Valley of Bareton, in Beam, the says the London Field. Three mile
Sudden Shower.
crime taking place on the high pasture out beds of lava
begin to be encoun- - j
The Belgians have Just founded a lands of Arlea, in the Pyrenees.
tered on every hand. It ia 30 yeara
It would have been difficult to bring since the flow ceased, and vegetacompany whose originality will be
hard to beat. This Is the Umbrella the murderers Individually to Justice, tion is now beginning to cover the
and the Spaniards were preparing to area of destruction. The route folLending society.
The company has a capital of sev- make war upon the valley from which lows the edge of the lava beds for
eral million francs, and half as many the French murderers had come, when a distance of about 20 minutes' walk,
umbrellas and its object is to save the French village proposed that peace and then turns across the scattered
people from the trouble of buying be maintained at the price of a yearly array of hummocks to where, a hunand carrying these occasionally useful tax or tribute, to endure for all time, dred yards'ifurther on, is the entrance
but cumbersome articles about when and this proposition was accepted to the cave or tunnel. The view from
without demur.
not in actual employ.
this point is extensive and varied.
The payment of this blood tax
Subscribers pay $1 a year, and are
There is the blue expanse of the Pa--,
given an aluminum counter with a originally three white mares, but later cine, perhaps dotted with vessels manumber. It is much easier evidently three cows of a particular breed and king for the harbor, or Japanese "powcounter than an umbrella. color has been made ever since, the er" sampans returning from a night's
to carry
If the subscriber is caught in the custom it Is nothing more having fishing. The smoke to the right asrain all that he has to do is to go survived even the great wars in which cends from Kllauea's mighty crater,
into the nearest restaurant, tobacco both France and Spain have engaged, and the scene is completed leftwards,
shop, or big store, and in return for and the storm of the French revolud
summit of Mauna
by the
his ticket he is immediately furnished tion.
Kea. But the special object of the
with a respectable umbrella.
Yearly the representative men of
Is to see what lies below. The'
When the sun comes out again he the two valleys meet on the frontier, trip
who lives near will supenters the first similar establishment at
stone, remote from any storekeeper
torches for five
ply
and deposits his umbrella in exchange town, and go through the ceremony cents
no farther outfit Is
and
each,
for another counter. Stray Stories. of presenting and receiving the cattle.
under- -'
for the
The order of procedure, which is really required there are trip
some dala- ground,
though
fixed
elaborate and impressive, is
by ty mortals who
bring a suit of overConcerning Apple Pies.
a document bearing the date 1375, alls.
The torches are Joints of bam-If you ask a man what sort of pie
tax
a
was
hundred
the
paid
boo filled with c'l, In which is a primhe will take, and he hesitates a mo though
years prior to that time.
itive wick, and they prove most effec-- ,
ment, he is pretty sure to blurt out
tlve. The opening to the tunnel la'
apple. That is always a sure thing.
shrouded by a thicket of scrub. A!
Custard, lemon, peach, blackberry,
Story of Clemenceau.
11
mince,
It Is said that Monsieur Clemenceau wooden ladder leads down to the floor,1 i
depend; there is always
some doubt as to their manufacture who bears the pleasant sobriquet of a distance of perhaps 25 feet Rows,
and the quality of the concomitants; "the tiger," is about to connect him- of diminutive stalactites hang from, t
I
but with apple pie it is not so. Apple self with a new journal to appear in the roof, glittering in their youth, for
pie is Itself; it reigns In its own right; thi near future. This return to the they are hardly more than 20 years
it suggests no doubts; it is always limelight from which he had not with- old and in the formative stage. The
safe. Therefore it will be gratifying drawn to any distance, gives occasion sides of the passage are smooth and
news that the apple crop this year is for some new stories concerning him. sometimes damp, but the floor ia
a bumper. , There will be a yield of One of these is that a young man scored and rough.
j
A distance of three miles can be
105,000,000 bushels. That will make applied to him for a place. "Do you
about sixty pies to every man, woman know anything about foreign affairs?" covered with the help of the torch,
and child in the country; and this will asked the tiger. "Yes, monsieur," but care is needed where the tree'
give an ordinary piece of pie to every was the answer to which he modestly foots thrust themselves through the,
inhabitant every day In the year. added, "a little." - Clemenceau ap- roof of the tunnel. The presence of
Was there ever a nation so highly peared greatly astonished. "Ah, truly I these pendant roots indicates that lhe
favored that it could have apple pie Do
what la the question of surface of the lava bed Is only a tew
feet above, and judicious blasUsgl
for every person every day? Thus the Orient the
probc
nature and enterprise kindly and lem, and
politics V "Yes, would usefully provide another en--i
Then the tiger turned on trance near the beautiful Rainbow1
bountifully minister to the taste of all monsieur,-the people. Ohio State Journal.
him. "This is too wearisome. It Fal's. In places crawling has to ba
would amus3 me much more if you rcorted to, but a few strokes of a
f
?'.cVax would doubtless remove theknew nothing at all."
The Going of Ulysses.
necessity for even stooping.
t
A Kansas City man said he always
office boys to any
Wisdom Worth Heeding.
preferred
f
OFFICER KEEPS SELF WAR,?
other kind, as he had found them to be
What is true of men can be true
unusually sagacious and alert; but he of women. The realm of achievediscovered recently that some of them ment is sexless. The brain is not at Policeman Covers Standing Place In
Order to Avoid Cold In
;
ure too much so. One day, returning Its best until you are forty or past.
j
Winter.
from a short out of town trip, he went A bishop in a play cried: "Oh, that
to his office and mentioned interrogawe were born old and could die
St. Louis. Patrolman R. O. Ely, a
tively that Ulysses, his promising as- young!" You are fulflllng in business
sistant, was nowhere in sight, and the the bishop's wish. He longed to start nember of the traffic squad ia East
stenographer replied that he had not the race with experience. That Is Bt. Louis, i3 taking no chances on get- i
ehown up.
what you can do, may do, must do. Start ting cold feet In winter. On the spot
f
Lilting up flie last mail on his desk the real race. Count fourteen years where he has to stand in order to dl- rect passing vehicles, there ia an Iron
he found a note addressed to him in a a- - the first half, as the
;
learning time,
j
very familiar, broad, vertical handas the warming up time. Begin again. manhole. The iron plate made ari
writing.
Get your second wind. No man is Ideal place from which to signal in
"Dear Mr. Cross," he said, "please whipped until he takes the count. No lummer, but with the cold weather the
accept my resignation to take effect woman has failed until she tells her sheet of Iron became ctid, so did the'
j
resterday. I got a better 'place with soul she will no longer try. Work and patrolman's feet So he has made at
I
less work and more pay. Respectively earn an old lady's home that shall his own expense a rubber aod fiber
i
and
has
obtained
Jacket,
"ULYSSES S. G. PARKER."
permission
not be the old ladies' home. Ex!
to cover the manhole with the non- change.
conductor of cold.
,
Dickens In Australia.
It is said that when a Scotsman
Just the Piace for Her.
CATHOLIC WOEM TO BUILD
leaves old Scotia to make his home in
lie bustled Into his home and began
...
Home other land
nolce? hi5 eiile
They Plan to Erect a Church Ntir
with the book of Robert Burns' poems,
"Now, wife, I want you to go out on
University at Washington To
Hid that the Scot abroad comes to be a
nice farm and rest for the summer.
Ee Finished In a Year.
?veu better versed in the rhymes of I have located a nice farm out in
the peasant poet than the Scot who Elizabeth
township, not too far from
Washington. Catholic woiwm of th
aas remained at home. It has been
Pltteburg for me to run out,"
(TniU'd Wlattfi havpbmidi-dfi(fft"r- f
r
remarked that the same is true as
"How cun I go anywhere for the th
'
regaida the Englishman and Charles summer?" demanded his wife. "1 fillo rwi!,i r.f a cliuuh ut
nmvt-i'jiir
1
Dickens. W. M. Hushes, nctliip, prime hiivH no
clothes,"
n v. i. n ('
m, i'
i,.
i
minister of Austmila, jcoes further
t'iiH
"Tliat'H j'i
point. You tiri ' ' i' It l.
than tins iuxl
;h Unit Dickens
I;vh;-lio'lold 1olhi-8i- i
ft, tH f;,rm.
. i
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LAS-VEGA-

able and dry farming lands near Lab
Vegas. There are numerous fields
of activity for the club and Indications are that it will do efficient work
in all of them. But it must have the
support of the entire community.

DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, JANUARY
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tions to the lions" so in the Turkish wives and children are. Will thej
empire the Christians have usually ever find them again? There are a
' f -- AMteli. vl''
i Ul'" '.,
suffered when things went wrong. The great many, children in Constantinople
ESTABLISHED 1879
Armenian patriarch and his council who do not, know where their parents
have been in great anxiety for their are. Hhe British Red Cross is trying
Publised By
people in Adana, in the Bitlis and Vnn to provide for them. The Red Cross
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Region, and in other parts, and they and the Red Crescent! societies of
(Incorporated)
had reason to be anxious. We all different nations are trying to care for
shared their anxiety and do yet. But the refugees in Constantinople. The
there has been no general massacre, government is building barracks out
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
A m,
il W
in the Asiatic provinces. There have near the walls to shelter them. The
TO MEfcT TOiMOHT
WERE POORLY OFFICERED AND been disorders and some lives have American Red Cross has turned Us at- I
THE GOVERNMENT FAILED
been lost, but nothing like what we tention to the refugees in Asia. It is
TO PROVIDE FOOD
CANVASSING COMMITTEE, WHICH
feared has taken place, and we who especially qualified to do this work
V v
' ''
WAS WORKING TODAY, WILL
know the country are sure that there because it can call upon the American
2.
New York, Jan.
Scenes in and would have been very serious mas missionaries stationed here and there Ml?MAKE ANOTHER REPORT
Entered at the postoffice at East
about Constantinople, and conditions sacres there had not the government all over the country to aid in organLas Veas, New Mexico, for transmis-tiomails
The
resulting, from the Balkan war are In exercised a strong control over the izing this work of relief.
States
United
committee
the
the
of
canvassing
through
Commercial club this morning re- terestingly described in a letter ad- turbulent populations.
i second class matter.
Already it has found 12,000 refugees
sumed its operations after a short dressed to the Associated Press by
This war is saddening to all who at Brusa, where Miss Jillotson is or
vacation during the rush incident to Dr. Caleb F. Gates, president of Rob love love Turkey and the Turks. It ganizing work; 20,000 at Konieh
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the arrival o .the new year. It is un- ert College at the Turkish capital. has drawn upon our sympathies and where D?. William Post is organizing
Make
Daily, by Carrier:
06 derstood the committee had excellent
The letter follows:
Per Copy :
has shocked s with its horrors, but ivork. The relief committee at Salo-nic15 success. It will report to a meeting
This has been a war of surprises to there is a bright side which has not
One Ww.k
has 8,000 under its care, and this
65 of club members and citizens to be most people.
The Turks themselves appeared in the newspapers, and that is only the beginning. The circle of
One Month
v.50 held this evening in the Commercial were among those most
One Year
surprised. is the dignity, strength and wisdom refugee work is sure to go on iwidening
sorn forty-twclub rooms. fJf is cbnfinedtly expect- They had expended
More Effective
of the government, struggling against continualyy. And it will be a long,
Dally by Mail.
JS.00 ed the report will show the addition million pounds upon their army. They tremendous difflcultties to
One Year
out
cloth
are
work.
We
order
giving
long
keep
3.00 of a large number of new members supposed that whatever else they had and
fix Months
accomplish its task.
ing' now and. packages of cloth with
and a material increase in the adver not done they had at least prepared
Newspaper advertising imforms the reader
There is one other thing I must needles and thread so that the women
about what you have to sell. Perhaps he may not be
fund.
an army, but thats army has failed speak of, though I find It difficult '.I may make up garments for their famtising
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
near your store at the time.
Every man Interested in the wel them.
write about it. When things were ilies. We must find the refugee in
GROWER
fare of Las Vagas Is urged to attend
The principal reason seems to be so congetsed that the . government the cities, where they are crowded
But your Electric Sign catches his eye when
One Year
the meeting tonight The new mem- lack of organization. The officers of could not even feed its soldiers, it into houses, or camped In the street,
he is near your store. It reminds him . of what you
fix Months
bers are urged especially to be pres the army were not in touch with their was not to be
advertised. He is impelled to enter.
expected that the hos- we must find them in the villages to
ent The club officers wish all the men. The commtitee of union and pital service and
the care .'of .the which they have drifted, and where
Your Electric Sign is the link between his
(Cash la Advance for Mall Subscrip new members to take an active in- progress had gotten rid of the old of- wounded would be perfect. The hos- they will soon be forgotten, unless
desire to have a thing and the acf of securing it. Then,
the
terest
in
oe
not
and
organization
who
the
risen
from
had
ranks,
ficers,
tions)
pitals that were organized in Constan some one hunts them up.
too, thinkW all the transient trade your sign will draw.
satisfied:
with
merely,
paying their And who knew their men, and substi- tinople at the outbreak of the war
Remit by draft, check or money
I think that it is a moderate estim
dues.
The
will
afford
not
meeting
we
will
tonight
in
K
the
tuted officers trained
sent otherwise
order.
military were well equipped, clean and ready ate that there will be 200,000 souls to
ample opportunity for suggestion schools of Turkey and Europe. Un- lor their work, but when the wounded be cared for
be responsible for loss.
through this winter, an
lfne of
Specimen copies free on applica from the members as to what
fortunately these officers have been filled these, and they had to provide many of them will need help to set up
activity shall be taken up by the club devoting too much time to politics more,
tion.
they took baracks which wert life in new quarters. I think that
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman
since, its. rejuvenation.
The meeting and too little time to their work in
very dirty, and the people who had many of these refugees will never rewill
you can employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
8
to
be
called
order
at
AT
promptly
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
the army. So they did not adequate- charge of them did not S'iem to know turn to Europe, where they would be
message burns through the night, positively attracting
o'clock.' ...'
u,THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
men.
know
their
ly
what to do. Much time was lost and under Christian rule, but will help to
trade.
PAID FOR
Turkey at the opening of the war many wounded died for lack, of care. populate Asiatic Turkey. Turkey has
solstrained every nerve to bring her
The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
There was lack of system in the not cesised to exist. Her kingdom will
are guaranteed the KOBMAL
low and the expense of maintaining and lighting is
Advertisers
diers to the front. They came in by reception of tbe wounded at the sta- be an Asiatic one and she will need
small 'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.-- Erfcet daily and weekly circulation
ships which passed down the Bosphor-ou- s tion when the trains came in from help to organize that.
New
In
northern
cf an? newspaperevery day, the soldieTs cheering the front, and often they remained
America Is free from the strain of
TEAMS TO CONTEST
Morion
and the bands playing. The soldiers many hours without care, without wa- these events, which set the nerves of
LBS VEGM LIGHT ftND FO'A'ER CO
were put into cars and sent to the ter, suffering severely. But the worst Europe to tingling; Bhe has a bountl
TELEPHONES
615 Douglas Avenue
FOUR GAMES WITH ALBUQUER- front, often without their officers. scenes were perhaps at St. Stephano. ful harvest and great prosperity. 1
Main
BUSINESS OFFICE. . i
When they arived at the station where This station is on the railroad, be am sure that the people of America
QUE TEAMS HAVE BEEN ARMain
KEWs DEPARTMENT
they were to leave the railroad offi- tween the Chatalja lines and Constan- will give generously to save the lives
RANGED BY MANAGEMENT
cers were in waiting who took thero tinople. It became a sort of
receiving and relieve the sufferings of these
and placed them In their companies. station for the sick. Cholera prevail- peoples. The American Red Cross soThe
and
the
1913.
basketball
boys'
3,
girls'
JANUARY,
FRIDAY,
teams of the New Mexico Normal All corps and division formation was ed, though I thinkVmuch
that was ciety is receiving and forwarding all
sol- called cholera was not true
confusion.
was
These
lost
It
have
made
donations, but they should be desigcholera.
University
arrangements
.i
v
it r
JJOOSmMi TIME IS II EKE to play four, games in Albuquerque on diers went to the battle under bad These sick men were taken off the nated to the country in which donors
the tenth and eleventh of this month. conditions. They needed a month at train at St. Stephano In order hot to wish them expended, as the Red Cross
Indications are that the Commercial On January 10 the Normal and Indian least to train with their new officers bring contagion into the city, but
pains Is carrying on work in the Balkan
club is to start the work o the year school team will play, as will also the and get to know one another and their were not taken to
ee.jthat arrange- states also.
with a largely Increased membership Normal girls' team and the Indian leaders.
...... , .
ments were made foLaring for them.
and augmented funds with which to school girls' team. On the' eleventh
Then the Commissariat failed. It Sick, men, wounded men who were
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
carry on Its work. The new members the Normal University team will soon became evident to us here in
sick, and dead men lay around up- State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
and the entire community should pre clash with the New Mexico Univer- Constantinople that the government on the
District, County of San Miguel, in
ground without shelter. The
with the organiza sity five and the Normal girls will was bringing In men much faster than dead were not buried, Often a si A
pare to
the District Court.
MOST
YOUR MONEY
tion to promote the Interests of the play the University girls' team. These food. They gave money to the sol- man was found with
The
Marion Steam Shovel Company,
jhis head pillowand
city
surrounding country.
Plaintiff, vs. Oscar B. Underwood,
games are the first arranged thus diers and told them to go and buy ed upon a dead man. The sick were
United actoln can best be attained far, and as the season is
the William Creek Irrigation Compractically food for themselves, but often they calling for water.
it every member will take an active opened, the basketball enthusiasts could not find food to buy, and many scene, and many were afraidsickening
pany, the Camfield
Development
to help
in the club. If any member can expect
Company, the Naramore-Undelwooplenty of games to keep of the soldiers were suffering from these sufferers from fear of contagion,
has a suggestion as to what he con- them interested. The
Construction Company, Defendants.
games in the hunger before they saw a battle or and many knew nothing about the sad
siders should be done, he should Duke City will likely be
No. 7479.
a
heard
When
in
gun.
the
fighting actuallj conditions prevailing .there.
played
FhonmmlnX1
tate it In an open meeting of the armory.
The above named defendants,
Undoubtedly the management began all their difficulties were inThe American Red Cross discover
club or have the matter brought be- of the Normal teams will
The William Creek Irrigation
make ar creased. It Is painful to contemplate. ed this plague spot through Mr. Hoff
fore the board of directors. If he has rangements to bring the several AlUnder these conditions the Turkish man Philip, first secretary of the Am Company and the Naramore-Under-woo- d
any grievance he should make It buquerque teams to Las Vegas at an army ought never to have advanced erican
Construction Company will take
legation. Mr. Philip, the Rer
known in the same manner. ,
notice
that a suit has been begun in
in
date
of
order that the local bas- beyond the line
Lule Burgas. They Robert Frew, and Dr,Ford, with two
early
Jt la not necessary that the club ketball fans may have an
the
district
court of the Fourth Judi
should
taken
have
up strong position? Swiss ladies went triers and set to
opportunity
should spend the money derived from of
witnessing some good games here. there; waited to get all their army work. They burled the dead; they cial district, sitting within and jx
the county of San Miguel for the purthe advertising fund as fast as it
together; trained their men and put cleaned up the place and disinfected
comes in. Best results often can be
them into sympathy with their offi- it They fed the sick and gave them pose of, among other things, foreclosWALSHr TO SUCCEED DIXON.
a
obtained, not by broad expenditures,
cers.
drink.
When they went there 15fl ing certain chattel mortgage made,
Helena 38oht., Jan. 3. The Monexecuted
hut by the conservation of a fund
and detivdred by Oscar B.
all
world
knows
the
died in 24 hours. After a week's
By this time
Underwood to The Marion Steam
which will be ready in time of need tana legislature which will convene that the
did
not
purwork
was
a
no
army
there
Bulgarian
deaths. Shovel
day with
and can be used effectively In "land- here Monday Is expected to make for sue the Turks beyond Lule Burgas.
Company, a corporation," the
Mrs. Rockhill, wife of the Ameri
exsaid
itself an' Important place m the his
chattel
mortgage beiag so made,
ing" some big proposition. Past
'before
week
a
can ambassador, stood back of the
They waited nearly
perience here has been that whenever tory of the' state.' Measures of much they made their demonstration to try workers, bought supplies and forward- executed and delivered to secure the
funds were needed particularly badly weight will be brought before the new the
payment cf three promissory notes
strength of the Turkish army at ed to them, brought'tle conditions to
tor assisting In securing sme desir- legislature, chief 'among which will Chataldja. There has never been a the notice of the authorities, and stir dated August 11, 1909, for the sums
of one thousand
able Institution or public building for be a woman's suffrage bill, a compre
(J1000.00) dollars,
to do
pitched battle there, and now peace red them
1
and
eighteen hundred and fourteen $1814)
Ias Vegas there was no money avail- hensive road iaw, provision, for direct negotiations are going on. The Turk showed greatup executivesomething,
In
ability
dollars
and
hundred
to
on
and
able
eighteen
primaries, presidential preference pri- is not driven out of Europe, nor do
the campaign.
carry
dealing with the situation.
Three fourteen
($1814) dollars respectively,
While some work of an, advertsiing maries, and a limitation upon the ex- I believe that he will be now. Con- members of
the English Red Crescent the said
nature should be done monthly" and penses of the candidates, and bills
promissory notes being due
stantinople will remain under the Tur- who were waiting for their unit to and
in six, nine and
will have the effect of keeping the or- dealing with reform In the methods kish
payable
tera
of
and
government,
strip
get together, went out to St. Stephano twelve months
after date respectganization in good working order as of taxation,' the conservation of water- - ritory the size of which will be de- and organjzed a tent
hospital at the ively, the
principal
well as boosting the community, the power, and a closer supervision over termined
sum, interest
expense of the Rmtricin Red Cross. and
jby negotiations.
fees in said promisattorney's
policy of being ready to act quickly mining and other investment enternow
'
And
the
fillKed
Crescent Is sory notes
While tne newspapers have been
Egyptian
and with no stinting of money when prises.
being still due and unpaid,
LINONS
INDIA
LINONS
a
of
of
accounts
ed
organizing
condition
there.
with
hospital
large
the
with the exception of the sum of fUjc
The democrats . will be In control
one of the frequent opportunities to
There are now plenty of. people ready hundred
filled
with
refugees
Constantinople,
($500.00) dollars, the said
"pull off something big" occurs, doubt- of both t houses of the legislature,
the work, hut they did not know cause '
PERSIAN LAWN
LONG CLOTH
'entitled
the Marion
which means that a democrat will be and soldiers driven back upon the city tftdo
less will be found highly effective.
being
f;'
f
condltionsV!
.v.,...
vs.
Shovel
It Is understood the club is contem- elected to the united States senate and while they have been describing
steam,
Company, Plaintiff,
scenes here "only rivaled by " the . One bright side of this dark fciettire .Oscar" B. Underwood. 4he William
.
NAINSOOK., .
plating the1 advertising of Las Vegas' to succeed Joseph M." Dixon, the pro
the
is'
which
in
all
scenes
Dante's Inferno," We have
the communi- Creek. Irrigation. Company, tha !Cam
way in,
excellent climate in the country im- gressive republican leader who direct'
been livinsj in Constantiople in peace ties, foreign - and native, are workin? fiqld Development Company, ancf.Th'
mediately contiguous.' By this policy ed the Roosevelt presidential cam,
,
HULLS
and
qietness. Thtre has been no blood- to relieve suffering, and save life. . ,. Naramore-Underwoo- d
senator-shiit is expected that many seekers foi paign. The choice for the
Construction
American
The
Red
'here
Cross
withand
the
is
government has
cool weather will be brought here
Is'TJ'J. Walsh, a weaitny He- shed
Company, Defendants, and being
SWISSES
WA1STINGS
from Texas and southern New Mexi- lena lawyer. Mr. "Walsh has aspired maintained jrder with great firmness. drawing from its hospital work, beon the docket of said
co every summer. The advertising 'o the eenatorshlp ever since the We' should remember that KlamU cause other agencies are now organiz- court
to take up that work and carry it
You are further notified that unless
campaign will be concentrated In cer- days of the, late. Tom Carter. Sev Pasha's government took up the work ed
after the committee of union and pro- on; but it is turning its attention to you enter or cause to be entered
tain localities rather than scattered eral years ago he was an unsucce-3- your
i-- 4;
gress cabinet had been turned out, the refugees who have fkd from their appearance in said cause on or nefore
over an immense territory. Each tour- ful candidate for congress.
in
homes
soon
of
war.!
the
In
after
the
European
beginning
Turkey.
many the 24th day of Ke'! iarv, A. D.
ist brought here will constitute an
ii
Jii;,
The least that wc can say about the cases their houses have been burned. j idgiueiil by defa-fiIn his home community
aud decree pro
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fluslin Petticoats
upOB his return.
PARCEL K)T' INFORMATION.
that its name is a misnomer, for the homes. They came into Constantin- against you.
This plan looks like a good one.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY
POLITICIANS GATHERING,
Dover, Dela., Jan. 3. Members of

j

LTHOUGH

Personals.

eatir reduced, our popular
.es are still complete, such as

of Santa Fe was a visit
or iu town today.
Charles '.Hanson; of Levy was a visitor in town.' today
J. E. Powers of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in town today.
Judge. H: L, Waldo left this

Paul Doran'

?

UNION SUITS

IUNSING

e most popular suft In the
orld today, because of the per-c- t
way In which they fit and
jver the form and because of
,;e satisfactory way in which
aey. stand the test of wash
nl wear.

Bessie Tipton and Miss Mary
Tinton of Watrous . were visitors in
t
town today. ;
G. Wj Rippeyj representing the Colorado Casket company of Denver, was

'

MUNSINGWKAR always
Ives complete satisfaction.
shoes

DODD
DOROTHY
'3.50 to J4.25.

a short business trip

or?

a visitor in town today.
Frank Owen, manager of the Santa
Fe Water and Light company of Santi
Fe, was a. visitor in town today.
E. E. Foird, representative of a well
known St. Louis ;dry goods concern,
was a business visitor in town today.
Mr. and, Mrs. M. L. Senery of
Heights', Mass., were visitors
in town today, stopping over on their
way, from the east to California.
Mr. and 'Way James Matrinez of
Taos, who have' been visiting in town
tor several days, left this afternoon
on a short trip, to Lamy and 'Santa
..;.
Fe.
Mr. and, Mrs. George B, Sinclair of
Boston arrived in town last events
and will be visitors heTe for several
days. Mr. and Mrs. Sinclair are on
their way to California.
Miss Flossie Sanford and Miss Hazel
Sanford of SantaTe arrived today and
will he visitors here for several day3,
going from here to Sapello where
they are teaching in the county school.
Harry Grant Kelly, who has been
speeding the holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Kelly,
left this afternori for Denver where
he is attending the Sacred Heart col"
lege. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Cayot who
have been vtsftrs in town for the past
two 'weeks," having been called here
on account of the; death of Mr. Cayot"s
father, F;ank X. Cayot, left this aft.;&
noon for their home In Atchison, Kan.

HOLE PROOF hose, guaranteed for six months.
HENDERSON corsets.

n

THE POPULAR PRICE STORB

loffman
H

&

Graubarth

gents for 'the NEW IDEA
-- 10c Patterns.
Telephone Main 104.

obert Oakley, "who conducted a
vy business in Las Vegas a number
years ago, passed through here yes-la- y
accompanied by his daughter
.heir way to California. The livery
slucted by Mr. Oakley was iocat-o- n
the present site of the C. D.
grocery store.
cPRESENTATIVE KILLS SELF.

Representa-- :
.Vashington,
e William W. Wedemyer, of Ann
e
bor, Mich., who suddenly went
at Colon, Panama, at the time

Jan.

3.

in-n-

the legislature and other politicians
of Delaware ftre already much In evi
dence in the capital, although the
legislature will not convene cntil next
week. The early arrival of the members is chiefly due to the keen interest now on for the United States
senatorshlp.
For the first time dn many years
the democrats nave captured the legislature and will have the privilege
of choosing one of their party to succeed Harry A. Richardson, republican, in the United States senate.
The battle is being waged between
Willard Saulsberry, democratic nation committeeman, and politicians
who are strongly opposed to the selection of Saul&berry for the senator-ship- .
Friends of Saulsberry argue
that he is entitled to the senatorship
because he was one of the original
Wilson boomers in Delaware. They
also point to the fact that he has
been spending his money for many
years to elect his supporters to the
legislature. .

President Taft's visit to the isth-recently, jumped overboard last
ght from a ship on which he had
een taken at Colon. His body had
tot been recovered last night.
Wedemeyer went
Representative
jr the isthmus with a congressional
party at the time the president visited there. On the voyage from New
fork he collapsed and was taken first
to a sanitarium In Panama and later
HAD LONG
0.-was put in confinement in a hospital
' here he became violent and raved
AND USEFUL CAREER
:xut his defeat at the last election.
a developed a suicidal tendency and
as closely watched.
PIONEER WHO DIED YESTERDAY
Vv'ederowrjB jjog9 friends say' that
'TVIADEMANY OVERLAND
"
i
fiys before leaving for the isth-h- e
ijTRtfi& BY OX TEAM.
fell and struck his head on
ai icy sidewalk. It was not then reJoseph' OrjylHeJ Wood, one of the
garded as serious.
oldest settlers in New Mexico, who
died yesterday- afternoon after a short
WILL HOLD THE OFFICE
illness of three days at his home on
Denver, Jan. 3. "I wish to serve
Eleventh street, was 82 years old. He
otice that I expect to continue as was
borne In. Barre, Vermont, on Febleutenant governor after January 14,
15,1831. There he lived until
ruary
nd preside over this body. I shall
185$, at"that"; time coming to N;w
arry my case through all the courts Mexico. In 1S61 he returned to Barre
nd will not yield the office until
and ' that ' year' married Miss Mercy
to do so by a decision of the Newton" Wilson
of that city, returning
t.ite supreme court"
to New Mexico and settling in the
This was the declaration of Lleuten-n- t
vicinity of Fort Stanton where ha reGovernor S. F. Fitzgerald in the mained until the abandonment of the
enate today before putting a motion fort. Then Mr.' Wood went to Boise
) appoint a committee to ask the
Cily, Idaho, where he remained uncourt for a decision on the lieu-na- til 1875, having Interests in several
governor succession on account mines and stock raising enterprises.
' the recent death of Lieutenant
From Oregon Mr. Wood and family
The moved to Prescott, Arizona, living
B. F. Montgomery.
mmittee appointed consists of Sen-or- s there until the spring of 1878 when he
A. F. Folter, Van Tilberg and removed with his family to Cowley
"?
ornforth.
county; ""Kansas, ('in 1879 Mr. Wood
After a brief recess the senate and and familf returned to Las Vegas
use reconvened this afternoon to ana since, then have resided here perivass the vote for executive state manently, AnVraese Journeys were
ofircers.
made overland 4 wagon and' many
were the hardships encountered by
Mr. Wood and his family.
During Mr. Wood's early days in
New Mexico AVaa emPloyed ln Tar"
ious.capaMuej ;py the United States
government. In 1861 he installed and
managed for a short time a saw mill
for the government ln the Turkey
mountains near Fort Union. Mr. Wood
was a millwright by txaae. ; e
In, a rprnipg ijisto ipf ) J
j.
;
Besides his wire, Mrs. mercy iew-to- n
Wood, Mr.XVood ls?surylved by a
sister, Mrs.' Pbebe W.' Gale of Barrel
Vermont; two sons, William Orville
of Las Vegas, and Albert Thorn-a- s
Wood
with cream
k
Wood of Ogden, Utah, and three
daughters, Mrs. R. R. Rogers of Los
fine
one
in
or
fettle
the
Angeles, Calif., Mrs. W. J. Davis of
puts
Jsrnmfl .Tntintion Ariz., and Mrs. M.
day's work.
H. Dice of Las Vegas.
Mr. Wood was descendant of Wilfood
is
Wrong
liam Wood, one of the early settlers
usually the
of New England who came from Matmain cause ofvariotis aches
in the
lock, Derbyshire, F.ngland,
and ills (always handicaps)
year 1638 and settled ln Concor,
and proper food is needed to
Massachusetts, file was a member
of
Chapman Jodge, No. 2 A. F. and
correct them.
A. Ml having' hen a Mason tor over
or
DO
years." Lj j lined the Mavmlc
for building- Brain and
'V't
hi I!nr
v III, be held
The furiwal servlc
ilrawn no other food equals
toin'iiow iiti.iiiM'i) t 2
!(lf fr"n
rape Nut a.
1t.
fjimlly. m i.Mwu'it hi JIM I
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Historic

Inn Still Visited by Mny
Prominent Politicians Mad
Their Boarding House Here.

the White Mountains in the distance
stands the oldest relic of coaching
days, the Prescott Tavern. Square
as a blockhouse, hip roofed, and once
crowned with a great chimney, it
harks back to 1801, when it was built
by Capt. Sewall Prescott. Though
somewhat decayed and battered, it is
an interesting landmark. The front
door has been ajar a decade, and
sightseers come and go at will. The
building is owned by the Prescott
estate.
One of the curiosities of the place
Is the old taproom. This room was
to the day of 1800 what the little place
behind the screen in the modern eat- -
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fact suggestive of the large puncheons
that often found entrance there.
Through this entrance the troops
were marched ln double file when they
came from the muster field nearby to
flood the dust from their throats with
Capt. Prescotfs "West India and molasses."
Many visitors are attracted here ln
the summer.
The summer following the building
cf the house, in 1801, it received a
christening that immortalized It
Francis Asbury, the pioneer bishop,
sat ln the upper hall at the head of a
handful of Methodist circuit riders,
and conducted the proceedings of the
second New England conference held
ln Maine. A congregation supposed to
of all the Methorepresent
dists ln New England gathered outside the doors to listen to a discourse
from his venerable1 llJs.
After Monmouth Academy became
an educational Institution of some importance, Prescotfs Tavern became
the boarding place of any men who
have since won laurels in the political
arena. Tenantless and dreary, the
"old fort," as It Is often called, stands
like a ghost of historic days.
one-sixt- h

'

SCHOOL GIRLS BAN SPOONING
California Coeds Take Action on What
They Call "Queening" Permitted 6 P. M. and 6 A. M.
Whittler, Cal. "Queening" has been
officially and formally condemned by
the Y. M. C. A. coeds at Whittier col
lege. "Queening" has been variously
known as "fussing" and "campustry,"
while the accepted term outside the
How
collegiate pale la "spooning."
ever, there will be no more "queening"
If the girls have their way. They saj
It Interferes wkii studies and keepi
the football squad from needed train
lng.
"No girl shall Btudy with the young

men or hold unnecessary conversation
with them between the hours of 6 a
m. and 6 p. m." Is the order that has
been promulgated, and while It Is coa
demned by a large number of coeds
and unanimously by the male students, they find satisfaction ln the fact
that there are a few suitablp hcan
which are not proscribed.
LfaRD INDORSES HEALTH RULE

i

Mel

Two

Sleep
'

Dally, With but Six Hour
Suffice Busy Canadian
'
Commissioner,

-- London.
"I thoroughly n indorse
Frederick,, Harrison's five golden rules
'b health' and consider them to contain excellent advice," said Lord
Strathcoha, the high commissioner of
Canada, recently. "Let me see," ho
said. "Mr. Harrison 1s eighty-on- e
years old. Oh, he is quite a young
man. I am eleven years his senior
und still young. Why, my memory
is as good today as it was fifty years

ago."

Speaking of Mr. Harrison's golden
rules, "They are excellent," said Lord
Strathcona. "Personally I haven't
smoked within the past twenty years,
and do not believe in smoking. I certainly think that people eat too much,
and that it may be injurious for them
to do so. For many years I have only
had two meals a dny brnakfast and
dinner.
"A for sleep, I tnukij a point of not
lonc'r than nit hours a day

t

WARMEST
CORDED

.

TEMPERATURE

LAST YEAR
89 DEGREES.
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SeptemOats, May 32?;JTily
ber 32,
Pork, Jan. $17.60; May $18.07.
Lard, January $9.65; May $9.82.
Ribs, January 19.65; May $3.70.
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today in response to reports that the
veaih'-- in the winter crop belt was
mainly clear and cold. Firm cables
and lack of selling pressure aided the
upturn. The opening was a shade
lower to Vi cent up. May tarted at
91, a loss of a sixteenth,wasand the
rose to 91. The close
steady
net lower at dlVwith May
Vs
to
shade
corn
a
May
opened
and mounthigher at 48 to 48
ed to 48. The close was firm at
4S
for May, Va over last night.
May oats, which started unchanged
to
to a sixteenth oft at 32
advanced to 33.
Provisions took the upgrade with
hogs. First sales ranged from last
night's level to 7 higher, including
to $9.75
May at 1800 tor pork; ?9.72
to
9.67M9.70
?9.67
and
for lard
for ribs.
The closing quotations for the day
were as follows:
SepJuly
Wheat, May
tember
Corn, May 48; July 49; Septem-

.

fur

I

'i

i

The month of December was uuus-uall- y
cold and dry, the mean tempera,
ture of the month being 28.63 de
grees or 4.67 degrees below the mean
normal temperature, while the total
precipitation for the 'month; was only
0.18 Inches or .44 Inches below normal. The record for the month is as
follows: mean maximum temperature,
45.16 degrees; mean minimum temperature, 12.1 degrees; mean temperature, 28.63 degrees; normal1 tempera
ture, 33.3 degrees. '
The maximum temperature durlnj
the month was recorded on the fourteenth' and was 64 degrees, while the
minimum temperature was 9 degrees
below 2ero on the seventh. The greatest daily range in temperature wa3 on
the
the fourteenth and twenty-thirthermometer recording 52 degrees
range on those days. The total precipitation for the mont was only 0.18
Inches, while the normal precipitation
for December Is .62 Inches. On the
sixth the heaviest precipitation was
recorded, 0.12 inches of moisture falling on that day. The total faH of
snow- - during the month was 3.20
inches, there being only three, days
during the month with .01 inches 'or
more precipitation. There were 28
clear days during thet month, three
partly cloudy and stormy days. Th
wind during the month averaged fiol
the west, three windy days being re,
corded.
...

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 3. Wheat advanced

New York, Jan. 3. London prices
were generally not up to the close
here yesterday and the bears attributed hesitation abroad to disasatisfac-tio- n
over the progress of the peace
negotiations. International stocks, however, showed less weakness than other Issues, aside from Canadian Pacific, which lost a large part of yesterday's extended gains.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK. .
Concentrated pressure against sevKansas City, Mo., Jan.
eral
minor stocks had some influence
Receipts 1,000, including 300 southerns. Market steady. NIatlve steers In depressing the general level. Covering operations pulled the important
$6.759.25; southern steers $5.25
7.50; southern cows and heifers $3 JO issues strong before noon. Bonds
.
,
6.25; native cows and heifer $3.75 were steady.
on
became
dull
the
rally
Trading
7.50; stackers and,, feeders $5.0
and fluctuations were mostly unimpor
7.60; bulls $4.506.5r calves ,$6.00
tant Western Maryland preferred
6.50.
Hogs Receipts 4,000,.. Market strong concerning which some doubt exists fa
o 5 cents higher. . Bui ;t of sales to the maintenance of dividends, drop$7.157.40; heavy $7.357.45; pack- ped six pointsi Currency movements
ers and butchers $7.55Z,40; Hghi for the week show an apparent cash
gain of $15,000,000 from the interior.
$7.007.30; pigs $6. 006.50. ...
Sheep Receipts .1,000 - Market It is expected, however, tlmt this gala
steady. Muttons $4.005. 60; lambs wili j be largely offset by January 1
$7.008.60; range wethers and year- disbursements by local institutions.
Passing the dividend of beet sugar
lings $4.507.50; raag ewes, $3,00
, ,
cost It over five points, the price fall
5.25;
ing to 42. Active selling of the gen
eral list followed this announcement.
Reading, Union Pacific, Steel, Amalgamated and other shares sold a pomf
.
'.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY. ,
or more below yesterdaj s f'o
greeSk r
;.!'.
The precipitation in 1912 was 19.70
Tbe. market .dosed weak
Co, ,i
In.; or 1.04 in. above the normal. The FOR SALE Roan Durham bull, regis- lesatlo weakness, developed la t' c1
temperature in 1912 wasa 2.4 degrees
tered, aged 6 months. Well bred" j ing hour of business and yesterday's
below the mean normal temperature.
Jersey bull two years old. Johr advances were cancelled.. Speculative
The maximum temperature was 89
Hartman, 20 miles east of Las, Ve- sentiment was bearish, owing to the
.
degrees on July 9 and August 2 and
gas.
.,
failure of the recent rise to produce
any marked revived of outside buying.
Speculation on unfavorable rumors regarding various properties also fostered bear selling. Union Pacific, HeadC
ing the copper tocks and steel figred
',
'
conspicuously in the day's declines.
The sales closed as follows:
A lkV,V
15
1
Auiaiyamaieil Cuj.jfer
J7u A to
J1
American Beet Kusar
The larrc can of K C lasts longer It Atchison
tl.ari
25 cents worth of other baking j New VorK Cwitnil
)

.lgjt hour.
i.iiijiii-'i-

RE-

WAS

The year 1912 set many new standards the world over, but in Las Vegas
it established a new and Interesting
record, the year being the coldest
since the establishment of the United
States weather bureau here. Profes-so- n
John C. Baker, volunteer weather
observer at the Normal University,
states that the previous coldest year
on record was 1895 with an average
mean temperature of 48.9 degrees.
The average mean temperature recorded for the past year was only
47.48 degrees or 1.42 degrees below
'
the former record.
,
12
for
the
the
is
record
Following
months of 1912:
January precipitation, snow 0.40
in., or rainfall O.02 in.; normal pres
mean
tation .46 in.; temperature,
34 degrees
mean normal 33.3 degrees. February snow 17.20 in., or
rainfall 2.07 in.; normal precipitation
mean 31 de.90 in.; temperature,
34.3
mean
normal
degrees.
grees;
March snow 7.7 In., or rainfall .63
in.; normal .62 inches; temperature,
mean 36.67 degrees; mean normal
41.3 degrees. April trace of snow;
rain .70 in.; normal 1.00 in.; temperature, mean 46.1 degrees; mean
normal 49.6 degrees.
May rain
1.87 in., normal 1.87 in.; temperature,
mean 54.8 degrees; mean normal
57.9 decrees. June rain 3.85 In.;
normal 1.70 in.; temperature, mean
63.15 degrees; mean normal 66.1 degrees. July rain, 3.19 In.; normal
4.00 In.; temperature, mean 66.8 degrees, mean normal 69.2 degrees. Augustrain 4.20 in.; normal 3.38 In.;
temperature, mean '65.2 degrees;
mean normal 67.9 degrees. September rain 2.50 in.: normal 2.27 In.;
temperature, mean 56.11 degrees,
mean normal, 60.7 degrees. October
rain, .49 in.; normal 1.03 In.; ten
pertaure, mean 48.57 degrees; mean
normal 49.8 degrees, November-tra- ce
of moisture only; normal 81
in.; temperature, mean 38.78 degrees;
mean normal 40.6 degreos. Decemberenow 3.20 in., or rainfall 0.18
In., normal .62 in.; temperature, mean
28iC3; degrees; mean normal;.33.3, de- -

fciw-plu-

e UKutuBt Mr. l!;iir!;;i,fi'g
1 fliif
tlilit fell lintim ism

the minimum temperature for the
year was nine degrees below zero on
December 7. During the year the tem
perature was below zero only five
tlme3. The average wind direction fot
the year was southwest, being from
that direction about 73 per cent of the
time.

BETTER

The
ing house is to the present.
doors leading from the taproom to
the narrow side hall are. double, a
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Old Prescott Tavern.

friend.
"Goodness! I never thought of that
replied Anne. She put the hooks
away thoughtfully. Then she dived into another box.
"Did you ever see anything so horridly charming as these?' she rapturously exclaimed, producing several

call-dow- n

;

,

The public is a.ssured courteous and prompt treatment
r
honest bvisiness methods.

CANNOT
',

they had a lot of what their friends
privately called Junk, but which they
enthusiastically referred to as a valuable collection of rare curios.
"Aren't these the quaintest things?"
said Anne, exhibiting some brass
hooks picked up ln Holland.
"She would have brought a whole
hardware shop of them, if I hadn't
stopped her," laughed her husband.
"But Just imagine how stunning
they'll look on the hall to hang hats
on, or or in the bathroom for towels."
"I don't believe the flat owner will
let you put up hooks," objected a

all-flre-

-

CAPITAL

'

--'

BOYD.

specimens of leering gargoyles. "They
are so ugly they are fascinating."
"What are you going to do with
them?" asked a friend.
"Well, of course, they aren't Intended so much for houses. That Is, I
don't think, so. Are they?" she asked
her husband.
d
"Oh, I don't know. They'll look
queer, no matter where you put
them."
"Tom really hasn't much taste for
quaint things," explained Anne. "But
I thought they would look delightful
sort of peeping over the eaves of the
house, like they do at the tops of
churches; or maybe sort of sitting up
alongside the water spout,"
"But there aren't any eaves to s
flat" objected the practical friend.
"Nor water spouts, either," chimed
In another.
"I never thought of that," replied
Anne still more thoughtfully. "But I
just couldn't resist getting them."
'Tf you only had a chicken house,"
said a cynical friend, "you might set
them up there. I think they would be
right on the Job of keeping thieves
away."
Anne ignored su'ch Irrelevancy, and
very carefully brought out a huge box
which she opened and tenderly drew
forth therefrom one by one some door
hinges, knockers, latches, locks and
bolts, Hall heads and a bunch of enormous keys.
"Aren't they just, dear?" she said,
looking at them with kindly eyes.
"But what In the world will you d&
with a lot of scrap Iron like that?"
obtruded the practical friend.
"Fix up the doors and make them
look
Just Imagine how distinguished a door will look with a
latch like that," she said, picking up
a piece of bent and rusty iron. "Most
"of these are Spanish. Some are German. But aren't they delicious?" L
"But if you are taking the - hard'
ware oft the' doors of your apartment,"
choruged 'her friends, "you'll get a
from the Janitor,"
"I suppose 1 would," admitted Anne.
"I guess the only thing for us to do
Is to build."
So now, she and her husband are
hunting a location that will be a
proper setting for a house sufficiently
medieval in design to bear op under
French gargoyles, Spanish locks, German latches, Florentine nail heads
and Dutch hooks. They feel there
must be a deep, dark ravine, and embattled crags, and some melancholy
trees such as artists put in Italian
landscapes, and a church with chimes.
And snuggled out of sight, so aa not
to Interfere with this artistic harmony, they .would like a
etor.e road, a good trolley and a town
with a Eoofl Dhow or two.
re hunting thU l
Ami )ill tlK-rut tun hii urc)i!tf:t Is baviig brxlft- t
l)'H- rn
U.HiiK to

...

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
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OF CURIOS

BARBARA

.

YOUR PATR0N4GE IS SOLICITED

for several days, left this afternoor:
on an extended business trip in the'
western part of thb state.

COLLECTION

'

FROtlT.

Potsch, representative of the

M. W.

i

NEW YEARS
QREETi HQS

U

Monmouth, Me. Near the Ieyel
plain that stretches northward from
Monmouth Academy in this city", over
looking a long reach of undulating
woodland, with the hazy outline of

Wyeth Hardware company of St. Jos
eph, Mo., who has been a visitor here
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BETTY

"JuHt, why," Queried Ullly as meekly as his 175 pounds would permit,
"are you Jilting nioT Hero Is your
rlim. I bousht it today." IIo tons-e- d
the Jeweled clrelo on the table be-

M BIEI 11, PropMor

416 Grand

Ave

LAUGHABLE

"i

Even Americans Feel at Home and
Ars Not etared at as

"Oh, Hilly, what a beauty? May I
try It on tor a minute?"
"For as lonpr ns you like.
No
other woman will over wenr a ring ot
mlno." There was bitterness In lils
young heart.
"I wInIi you could put It on,
Hilly,. Junt bs if nothing had

Though
They Were Curiosities
Noted Academy Here.

iOE LOBBY BEST

Trl'E OPTIC

City of Munich Is Loved by People for Itself Alone.

fore them.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

ALREADY

ALL ARE HAPPY HERE

By ANITA CAVENAUGH.

3, 1913.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE! BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & 1L
A.

Regular com- munlcation first and
Jl
A
third Thursday
In
each mnth. Visiting
brothers cordially In- vlted. Wm. p. Mills,
A
W..M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
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ery Monday ,
Munich. In olden
Phone Main 417
days when tb
nlnS
in
P
ywupiu or ai union wore starving an
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
Station
Hall.
angel,
as
a
disguised
llttlo
child
Vial'
(!liarfinj
and
Cillery
drersed In tho yellow and bluett trnrh
TI8EMENTS
lights ar or
Automobiles or Hire
Jte saw tho tears glittering on her of a
monk, camo down from heaven to
ally Invited e,
Insheu and suddenly caught her hnnda
help tho people. Evon to this day this
Five cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS
la his own.
Liebachner, qJ
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
little child, the Muneheuer Kinder, hai
"What Is It, Dotty dear? NVhaf
Estimate six ordinary words to a line
cenor Commat
been tho symbol of tho Munich
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR
people
gone wrong since lust night? Ho hon- and Instills Into
Austin Ah! Evelyn, I .sometimes No ad to occupy less space than two
Harry Martin, Keeper of
them tho true esBonct
conclave sec. d Tuea-- "
est with mo, girl!"
P. MACKEL
wish
yular
I
All
that
and Seal. '
a
ments
had
lines.
advertls
humorist
nnd
charged
been,
of penco and happiness. Hut It custt
day in each month at MaBetty Rlnncod about her apprehencould make people' laugh.
will be booked at space actually set,
ninglo hnnd over every strangor thai
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTINQ
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. F.
sively. "Homebody will hear."
Hut you don't have to be without
Evelyn
enters
O. E. Meets first nrwi ,1.1.,
its
of
worda
gates.
regard to number
"I took great enro to bring you
Hardwood Flulabliis., paper IUaftna
a humorist for that, Austin.
Ti
Klnkel, E. C.; Chas. Tamme,
Munich has tho faculty of
In
Cash
advance
day
spolllns
preferred.
stralKht to my den."
evenings each month at W(J
and Qlazlng.
all other places in the world for thos
men Hall. Visiting brothers co!
"For heaven's euko, Petty, why this who
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
WHAT WIFEY HAD SAID
have once livod thero. It is nol
Invited to attend, a. m. Ad
ally
Old Towd suspense? Let tho nx fall. Have you
beautiful
West Hide Plan
like Vienna, nor gay lik
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
discovered that you don't care for mo,
President: E. c. Ward, Secret.
nor
Hkn
uicturesaue
Paris,
Hntimn.
AL
ARCH
MASONS Regular
after nil?"
It Is Just Munich, and la
"No, Hilly. I lovo you better than berg, but
vocation first Monday In
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets- ......
lovea
for
nsolt alone.
uuu
anything ciso In this world."
eacn' naonth at Masonic
uhe cold unsentimental nlrthorq
fourth Thursday
"That settles It." said Hilly, slipping
evening
ia Temple, a 7:30 d. m. M.
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
J
11
the clrelo ot big diamonds on her uornmns stylo Munich the "City ol
montn at w. o. W. Hall. visl);
R- Williams, H P., F. O.
General Repairing
finger. "Neither man nor dovll can neer ana Art." but what doos the stin
brothers cordially inviteo Dr
Berliner
know
Blood, Secretary.
about hnpplness, or a
I'lCTUKB FRAMING A SPECIALTY take you away from me now."
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thort;
Hetty looked down ut the auburn cold Ilanovern know about ennf pnf.
IL'O Sixth Bt.
Fast Ui Vogue,
or
a
ment,
Secretary.
freezing Hamburger know
head bent over her hand. "Don't,
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN L
about sentiment? Munich has been
Bhe cried sharply. "Don't make
S. Meets first and third
Fridays
lovo to mo. If you do, I novor can tivo caima tno city of happiness.
Automobile, ;,Curritie '&
LOCAL
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Here
enn
live
you
nnd
bo
you up, and father
yourosll
no
and
James
Worthy
0110
Matron;
O.
n
makes
comment. H
"So your father objects.
you are a rank pessimist tho Mn
Worthy Patron; Mrs. GeorEAST BOUND
"Only on principle, Dllly."
WANTED Two or three gentlemen
N. 0. Ill RMAN
chener will not try to reform you, or
ge Tripp, Secretary.
Phone Main Arrive
She look tha rinff from bin flnirni" 11
boarders; good private table. Telejou are a gay optimist tho Munchen
329, 120 Grand avenue.
and handed It to him solemnly.
No. 2
9:10 . m
9:15 p.
Ave
er will not stare ut you: even Aim-429
phone Main 49C.
"lie s:tys that I um keeping you cans are not picked out as curiosities
Na.
4..
.11:05
11:05 p. f
V
p. m
V
FRATERNAL
from felting a good business start, in Munich.
BROTHERHOODNO. No, 8.. ..1:15 a. m
1:25 p, i
WILLOW RIVER, B. C. Main line
thnt you havo no head for figures."
102 Mees every
N
at
10.
Monday
night
.1:45
Perhaps the wide streets and sen
m..
2:10 p. (
p.
G. T. P., and P. and H. B. Rys.;
"In other words, ho thinks I'm no clous
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas
buildings of Munich have some- avenue,at
"
entrance
Peace
river
great
man, JuBt a plain boob."
country.
NUWLV ici;moi)i.j.i:i
8 o'clock.
tning to do with tho freedom of
are
Visiting
WEST BOUND
White Pac. Land
"No. ho believes that von arn rlnv. thought of its people. Thero Is no
and TownsitJl
"Now, William, remember what the
Private Baths and Lavatories
welcome.
E.
E.
cordially
1
No
1:20 p m
Gehring,
1:45 p.
er, but ho says you never take any crampedup feeling here, thnt is so doctor said about your health and
Cv., Ltd., 178 Pac. Bldg , Vancouver,
J. T. Buhlor secretary; No. 3
president;
Stca.a Heat Private Telephones thing seriously, that you Bra onlv in characteristic of most cities. Ludwig-strass- e don't run."
a. m
6:10
6:15 p.
B. c., for maps, plats, printed matC. H. Bally, treasurer.
love with mo temporarily. You won't
No. 7. ....4:40 p. m
is one of tho most
4:50 p. t
Rates $2.50 per day nnd up
ter. Agents wanted.
want me after you get me," sighed streets in the world. It runs imposing
A. MICHIGAN PLAN
u.oa p. tu
AN ARTISTIC DEVOTEE
r.uu p. 1
from tho
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Deity.
village of SrhwHbliiK, n broad straight
Bpootul tliile by Week or Month
WANTED
Girl for general
houseHilly lookked at her, and his pulse street, and lined with beautiful masMett in the Forest of brotherly
work. Apply 725 Sixth street
throbbed na ho caught her and held sive buildings, down into tho center
!
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
her close to him. "I am going to of town, mid is termhinted
build-In- ?
a
ATTUUN12YM
by
on
the
second
fourth
and,
show father a thing or two,"
Fridays
he
that is a copy of the Loggia nt
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
said. Hearing footsteps, be released
ranee, in a way it is more beaut iful
HUNKER & HUNKER
her.
Stewart Consul; G. Lacmmle, Clerk.
than tho original, for It is raised from
j
A. man
Cloorgo H, Hunker Chorter A, Hunk
supported himself, swaying the ground and looks more Imposing.
Visiting members are especially For
FOR SAXdS One dun colored mule at
over
three decades a favori;
Attorneys-at-Lsby the curtains in tho doorway.
welcome and cordially invited.
Fvery Sunday morning the city band
KniisehnM mpAirina
city pound tomorrow afternoon at 3
"I beg rardon," ho said thickly. plays here
Now Mexto.
Ijis Vegas.
and tho people gather along
o'clock. Ben Coles.
"Didn't mean to disturb you and tho Ludwlgstrnssn to listen to the
music.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541. COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPIK
lady. I I was Just looking about,
COUGH. BRONCHITIS. HAR
Such happiness these people get
I. O. of B. B. Meets
rn
ri v
l.' v J I J .' A T i r n r
you Know"
every firBt
DENTISTS
from simple pleasures every afterAs he spoke, qilly covered him with noon. The same
Tuesday of the month in the vestry at first sien of a rrtlrl. Oiiiet cor
band plays in tho
tho little pistol he had taken from Hofgarten and the
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 and reliable.'
CLIFFORD PLEW
The Bee Hive on tt
park is packed with
tho table drawer.
o'clock p. m: Visiting brothers are carton is the mark of the
people who stop their work to feed
Dentist, Itoora 3, Pioneer Bldg.
BOARD
and
avenue.
Grand
room,:710
gepukt
with your handsl Quick about their souls. Some
"Up
Isaac Appel, Refuse sustitutes
Residence Tolophono
parade back and
cordially invited.
Olive 64GJ It!"
- I
Red Crow Owg Co.
Orflee Telephone.!.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
Main 57
TLe stranger's expression changed
FOR RENT Furnished flat, strictly
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1

H. C. YOUNG

cou--trfiv-

mi

u

DI1-ly- l"

SIGJI

PA iN TIN a

Wanted

says"

m to

Rut-ledg- e,

Grand

-

PLAZA HOTEL

:

3

FOLEY'S

HONEY

For Sale

and

taI

COMPOUND

'

-

1

1

1

i

For Rent

DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.

Crockett Building
Office Telephone
Main
House Telephone-- ..
Main

111
1 6f

a LORDDr.
associated
DR. F,

?"lll be

fU

perceptibly.
"I"vo had a little too much. That's
all. Don't make a row.
Til go
cow."
'Not with the eronertv nf mv
mother's guests in your pockets. Tour
omnRen ruse does not work with me.
Petty, please touch that bell by tho

Clifford window,"
witn
When the servants had answered
riGr Indefinitely.
'.he summons, and the thief lav bound
PIONEER BUILDING.
.in the floor, Hilly proceeded to search
Office Telephone
Main 67 him.
Tuss.ienee Telephone
Main 41S
"There's father's watch." screamed
"The one grandfather gave
Hetty.
Mm. And mother's horseshoe of
SALE OP TIMBER,
Albuqnorque.
What a bold thief!"
"N. M., December 20, 19!?. Seated bids
The rolice made a quiet entrance
narked outside "Hid, tlmher Sale A.v :o take their prisoner. Hilly and Pct-'j- r
went downstairs to return tho
rplicatton, October U, 1913, Pecos" and
polls. Evervbodv was busv niavincr
addressed to the IMstrtot Forester,
bridge, Not one of them had discoTcr
tVrest
Aibuquerquo, N, M rd any loss.
will he rooolvedin to and ineludliu-ith- e
"What time have you, daddy dear?"
Srd day of February, r.U.1, for all isked Dotty stoppirg by her father's
tht mervhantable dead tlmher stand- chair.
There w as consternation on his face
ing or down and ail the live tlmher ahen be felt In an
empty pockeL
otvarked for cutting by a forest officer,
"Why, 1 I," ha floundered wlser-ibllocated on aq art1 to he definitely denot caring to announce a loss In
signated by a Forest Officer before his friends" house.
Hilly held up his valusbl old watch.
"Cutting begins, including about 2910
How many or you have lost jewelry
acres in approximately
15, 16, 17,
tonight?"' He opened a bos full of
SO, 21,81 2V28. SS, 54 and 85, Tp. 19 FT.
pins, trinkets and a string of pearls
11. U K.,
d Sec, 2 and 3 Tp. IS N
worth a king's ransom.
K 4 P., N. M. P. M, en the Manuelito
"My pearls!" shrieked Mrs. Stauley
We viand,
Creek watershed within the Peces
"My horseshoe pin!" cried Betty's
forest, csimated to be 8,T73,CH)0
mother.
ft. H. M. of Western Yellow Pine.
"My emerald bracelet," moaned Kit-- 1
iXntglas Fir, and White Fir nawtlmbcr, ;r Meleara. "It's the one you gave me.
more r--r less. No Wd ef less than Dick."'
"I hava
"Quiet," ordered Hilly.
fJ.Sfl per M. ft, P. M. will he considered and a deposit of fTiOiVOO must be everything. There's tho thief!'
Ho
the stairway where
sent to the.lVst. National Hank, Al two polntedi tocould
bo seen leading
policemen
M
N.
for ceh hid nuhnrt- away their
limmovquo,
prisoner.
ted U1 the Dlsh'M Forester. Timber
"How did this happen, young man?"
is exempt from Hetty's father was perturbed. He was
vpen valid claim
le. The right to reject any and a'l annoyed that any man could take bis
w
Tr.!
la reserved.
For further Infer-ma- t watch ithout, his knowledge.. He had
prided himself all bis life on his abilFor ity to rend character, "Tho fellow
ion soxerniim ante, nddrc!
M" Supervisor, Pectus National Forest, did not look like a thief."
a
a Fe. New Mevtoo.
"People, like thtnps, ere not always
what tivy appear." sujssrcsted HiUy
AttTiirn c. liiNoi.ANn.
meaningly, "1 may not look like a
t
Dlsti-len
Forester.
business man myself but 1 am going to
make you look to your laurels in that
Snyder Mynatt suit tomorrow. And
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CON t suppose 1 iiiiftht s well tell you since
yoa'U 1.AV5 to knew it ssyway, I sns
CERN.
to marry Betty,"
Notice is
i x it v,
whom it
'
my 1 xil, you astonish me,
Fpon
'
concern
tlut Maffu-errwij
V.ac, sir'"
th tmrVtt:n4.
appointed en
"My d.'r ilfl."
li!:prrrd r,ttv's
v. iv.f &j tit tvMnibr a. p. 1?;;, taU.er lo her, "don't l it
what I
Na-ton-

11
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KENT Two furnished
for light
housekeeping;
stairs. J03 Grand.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN-CINO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O R. C. Hall,

FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeeping.

room, modern,
ply J, Optic.

forth, while others sit at the tables
tlong the sides and sin Ices and cnf.

fee.

down

I.

i

XL

Meets every Monday evening at
on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to afr
tend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
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ELKS

O.

Meet

second and
fourth Tuesday evening of sach
month Elks. home on Ninth street
and Douglas" avenue. Visiting brotV
ers are cordially Invited. P. IX
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.

fur collar,

1 gold lace pin.
gold bracelet
Owners may have property by calling at O'Malley's Electrical Store.

SALE

O
TIMBER.
Albuquerque
M., December
20, 1912.
Sealed

bids marked outside "Bid, timber
Sale Applioaion, November 20, 1912,
reco3" and addressed to the District
Foreeter, Forest Service, Albuquerque,
N. M will be received
up to and including the 27th day of January, 1913,
for all the merchantable dead timber
standing or down and all the live timber marked for cutting by a Forest
officer, located on an area to be detin
iu-ldesignated by a Forest officer
More the cutting begins, ine.in.iin
about 40 acres in approximately Sees
2 and 11.
Tp. 19 N R. n E- - N. M
P.M., on the watershed ofthe Manuo,
litos Creek, wltbin the Tocos
National
Purest estimatjed to be .riM,500
ft H

1

Mrn. A. R. Tabor,r of- Hriilftr. Mo '
been troubled with sick headache ii
about five years, when she began t
ing Chamberlain's Tablets. She k
taken two bottles of them and tt,
have-- cured her. Sick headache f
caused by a disordered stomach 1
which these tablets are especially 1,
tended. Try them, get well and str
f
eil. Fold by all dealers. Adv.

of Wstern Yellow Pine,
Douglas
and White Fir sawtimber, mon
or less. No bid of less than 2.50
f
per
M. ft B. M. will be
considered nud
deposit of 1.103.00 must l0 ent (,,
'he Flut National Hank, AH.uqu-njm- ,,
N. M.. for wh
mj aiihnilMed to tl,

--

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery..
to 2,000 Ibs Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to . 200
Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs., Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.

H,

20e per
25a p
30c per
40c per
50c pep

100 lbs.

too lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of .Natural lee, the Parity end
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders

M.

Pr.
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At Duncan opera house af
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ter the Firemen's ball,
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furnished front

good location.

Found

N.

NCY

1.

furnished

Home

FOUND

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODfif.
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FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms in the New Elks'
v

But beneata all this amisrent Idla.
ess and pleasure loving, Munich is
'
very busy place. It is tho very heart
f younjr artistic Germanv. and tfc
treat revolutions that have taken
vlaeo la newspaper and Journalistic
trt have come direct from hero. th
Westonrn going to call my
Home of tha Jugend, the Simpllclssl-u- s
golf links Bunker HllL
and ether weekly papers. These
Frwten Why? ?
tnagaalnes have introduced Imprea-ilonls- m
Weston I can never win on them
to our English and American
papers, but even still a Munchener
THE ONLY KIND.
rtist can tell a etory In one line, Tor
an Englishman must use ten.
The Munich academy Is the second
est fn the world and has sent forth
mch men as William Chase, Frank
Ourenock and Martin Seisser, If you
i
sk a Munchener who was the most
meortant man In the world, the
is cither the prlnca regent, and
Ysb
Von Stuck of Franze Stuck
tr,d the prhice regent.
They love the kindly old cHnee, but
hetr awe of Stuck is marvelous. His
vord Is considered fnal ia art, and
ass appreciation is slioin not
ocTy
entinientally, but substantial)? as
veil, for he was presented with a
teacttrul nome by the government
(tsd a nice rotifion bes!de. Ho i m
'
"
all, dark, handsome man. His wife
s an American, and although very
r-I
end of his wife, he does not like to
ff
I t
j:
too much American Independence
dropping out ia his children. His Ut-l- e
He -- My father is a very iudepend.
girl Is a true little German frnu-etn- , ect man.
while his boy takes !l his traits
She Then he it t widower?
rem his mother's ancestors, nS1,1 Is
id la be no favorite
h
Modern
fati(-Tgtuck Is en cf t). teK, ),,.
n,
screamed the
"itC
,Idt
Irsdpiny, bi. t tha b,.t life t
-t
(
(i iiit-- s
l.f
delate"
.v
bradMl
b
tram V.'.i
rk thi tttif, Uh lint
"Mrf!

j

their hall

FOR RENT Two room
house, 921 Lincoln.

Old Rathhause In Munich,

8chaerer

0 COPAS

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Peter
Emenaker, G. K.; Richard Devine,

rooms

rooms for
614
Twelfth

a

L

GOOD NAME

.
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ivii

O.

retary.

street

Ninth

611

ROOMS, home comforts
no sickness. 803 Jackscfn.

,;i
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.
.

modern.

FOR RENT Nicely
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How pale and careworn Mrs.
Brown looks!
Gunn Yes, (he has on her Lenten
complexion.
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Classifist sds. search cut the people to who
amcr; a" of
those who MIGHT HUY-- the
particular Using is worth most
That property you want to sell U WORTH MOST
to soaeoD
ho reads the ds. In this new ipaper-a- nd
would never bear of
your property unless It wcr
tart,
M!W, who
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, JANUARY
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.
'

ft

1

1

IT

n oerfu

f3

i

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McCIure's flagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year
:-

ADVANCE.
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Gel the Habit and Pay Cash
Vou can easily do so if you will only
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There's a big advantage in buying Underwear,
Hats, Gloves cf cs.
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Saving you the middle mans profit so that you pay less for
the same qtxaIity"you'r wearing or get better quality for the
same money. We're giving good liberal Discounts on all Lines
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Brie Type Cbeese Each
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Camembert Cheese Eich
Deviled Cheese 2 for
Cream Cheese 2 for
Neufchalel Cheese 2 for
Pimersto Cheese Each
Olive Pimento Cheese Each
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AT ALL DEALERS

Buy Early While Assortments Are Complete
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Jefferson RaynoWs President
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ZTE- - D- - KyBoiJ Vice President
Stephen! a Cavis Vic Fresident
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UsI'ett RaynoiOs Cashiei
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
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